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Cover Story>> 
In a springtime ritual dating back more than 150 
years, EMU students recently received diplomas 
and became college graduates. Exemplar select­
ed six of them for its "Next Gen" project. Its pur­
pose: discover what this next generation of lead­
ers learned and how EMU prepared them for the 
challenges ahead. See story on page 20. 
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On the cover Roshani Adhikary graces our cover this issue. She and five other EMU students - now graduates - took time to 1· oin 
Exemplar staff only weeks be ore their final exams began for a daylong photo shoot in the atrium of the Convocation Center. 
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Phoro by Andrew Potter 
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Joseph E. Anronini,Jan A. Brandon. 
F loyd Clack. Philip A. lncarnari, 
Sharon J. Rochwcll. Thom,L, \\'. Sidlik, 
Roy E. \Vilbanks 
EMU mission statement 
Eastl'm Mid1ig,111 llnivl'rsrry is 
rnmm1ttl'd to ,·xtdlcnn· in t,·,Khing. thl' 
l'Xtc.:nsion of knowh:dµ:l" chrough hasit 
and applil'd rl'Sl'.trth .. ,ml rtl'ativl' and 
anisrir c.:xprl'ssion. Building on a proud 
tradition of national il'.tdl'rship in thl' 
prl'paration of tc.:;.u:lwrs. Wt· n1axirni1.t· 
t:(.ll1c,tticmal t111pt>rtuniries anti 11t·rs1mal 
and prot(:ssional growth for studc.:nts 
from divl'rSl' lxu.:k_i.:rounds throu,t.:h an 
array of haccilaurl'.ttl'. master\ ,md 
donor.ii programs. \'(fl' pro"idl' ,1 
studt·11t-fl1n1sl'd lt:arnin,t.: t·n,·ironnwnc 
that posi1i\'l'II' affrns thl' li\'l', ot' 
s1udl'11tS and rill' n,mnrnnity. \'(/,• ,·xtl'lld 
our comn1iune11t ht'yond the cunpus 
houndaric.·, to tlw widt·r rrnnnumity 
throu_t!h st·rvin· initiatin·s ,rnd partnt'r­
ships o( nu1tual inten.·st addn·ssi11,l! Ioctl, 
regitmal. nati<111,ll ,inti intt·rn .. uicmal 
opporrunitil's and challu1gl's. 
EXEMPLAR 
New graduate Stephanie 
Sears tries to explain 
experimental plasma 
physics to me. I'm won­
dering what's for lunch. 
Editor's Note This is the ninth issue of Exemplar, and since that 
fu·sc issue premiered in September 2003, no story has been as rewarding to work 
on as our current cover story. As an EMU alLLmnus, I remember feeling excitement 
and dread when graduating. Would I find the right job or graduate program? Had 
I made the right career choices? Those memories came rushing back as we inter­
viewed Class of 2006 graduates abouc their own ambitions and apprehensions. 
But the group we convened for our Next Gen project, and thousands more like 
them who graduated in April, has a lot more going for it than I an.cl my contem­
poraries had. For one, they are more comfortable and fluent wirh technology. They 
accept and embrace the global narure of today's economy. And they a.re more cul­
turally aware and fluent. They a.re prepared and ready for rhe world chat awaics 
them. Their youthful optimism was refreshing and contagious. To Roshani, Matt, 
Stephanie, Ed, Kai and Mace, I say thank you, and good luck! 
This issue is memorable in ocher ways. It is the last worked on by Kathleen 
Shields and Kristen Wimsatt, rwo crusted and valuable colleagues. Shields has been 
Exemplm"s major writer and my right hand for the past two years. She's leaving 
Ypsilanti for a job with a nonprofit organization near Cleveland, Ohio. Wimsatt 
has contributed her design talent to more than 17 alumni and donor magazines 
dLLring her rwo years as a graduate assistant. She's leaving co devote herself full time 
to classwork and fieldwork in her master's program in occupational therapy. To 
Kathleen and Kristen, I say you will be sorely missed. 
Contributors 
Ellen Piligan is a metro 
Detroit freelance writer. She 
regularly reports for People 
ana Time magazines and is 
a senior writer for Interna­
tional Figure Skating. Her 
bylines have appeared in 
the The Detroit News, 
Detroit Free Press, Metro 
Times, The New York Times 
and Seventeen magazine. 
She has a master's degree 
in journalism from 
Columbia University. 
Andy Sacks is a freelance 
photographer living on a 
small farm in Chelsea, 
Mich., where he has raised 
chickens, pigs, fruit, vegeta­bles and three daughters. 
An art school graduate of 
the University of Michigan, 
he has an array of clients 
and is a regular contributor 
to The New York Times and 
Getty Images. His daughter, 
Alison, is an EMU senior 
majoring in dietetics. 
Kevin Merrill 
Amy Wiseman graduated in April with a 6achelor's 
degree in written commu­
nications. Her work has 
appeared in the Saline 
Reporter/Milan News­
Leader and the Main 
Street News (Hamtramck). 
While at EMU, she was 
vice president of the Public 
Relations Student Society 
of America. She now 
works on contract for 
Pfizer Inc. 
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p e o p l e  I e n g a g e m e n t  I g l o b a l  I u p d a t e s  
� 
�' M k" . 1·1- . 1 
\ · 
a �1ng 1t o · 1cu1 
�..__. Investiture honors President Fallon 
Karen Valvo, chairman of the [MU Board ol 
Regents, places the presidential medallion rn1 
� 
John A. Fallon, Ill, formally conferring upu11 1111n 
the powers of EMU's 2 1 st president. The April / 
, i11vest1ture-related activities 111cluded an address 
by President Fallon (see speech insert 011 pc1ge 
24 ), an afternoon campus-wide reception, ,1 11d ' an evening stroll ing dinner capped by c1 per-
·.\ formance of "Aint' Misbehavin''.' Proceeds from 
� the dinner funded the creation of c1 new schol­
arship and helped endow 1 9  others. ❖ 
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E X E M PL A R. 
BRINGING DEATH TO LIFE 
Alumnus diagnoses authenticity for "CSI :  Crime Scene Investigation" 
"CSI: Crime Scene Investigation" is one of 
television's top-rated dramas, thanks in 
large part to the show's attention to detail 
when it comes to presenting grisly crime 
scenes and autopsy facts. Many of these 
details are supplied by Dr. Gary 
Telgenhoff, a consultant for the hit show 
who received a master's degree in biolo­
gy in 1 989 from EMU. After graduation, 
he entered medical school at Michigan 
State University. 
Dr. Telgenhoff is a forensic pathologist 
and deputy medical examiner in the Clark 
County coroner's office in Las Vegas, Nev. 
He credits being in the right place at the 
"CSI: Crime Scene Investigation," 
features Catherine Willows 
(above center, played by Marg 
Helgenberger) and Dr. Gil 
Grissom (right, played by William 
Petersen). At left, Dr. Telgenhoff 
tries out new lab equipment in 
the same room he studied in as 
an EMU graduate student. 
right time for his association with 
"CSI'.' An acquaintance of Anthony 
Zuiker, the show's creator, Dr. 
Telgenhoff was asked his advice for 
the pilot. "I was the first forensic pathologist 
consultant for the show and continue in 
that capacity," he said. The character of the 
coroner on the show is loosely based upon 
Dr. Telgenhoff. 
It was his EMU experience that put Dr. 
Telgenhoff on the route to a successful, if 
unexpected, career. "When I first attended 
EMU, I was looking to take a few classes," 
Dr. Telgenhoff said "Little did I know it 
would change my life. 
'While taking a physiology class, the 
instructor, George Simone, asked if I had 
considered medical school. This took me 
8 People. Progress and Eastern Michigan University I Spring/Summer 2006 
on a big left turn," he said. Dr. 
Telgenhoff went on to medical 
school at MSU, completed a 
five-year residency in Ohio, 
and eventually journeyed west 
to Las Vegas. 
'Working with a student of 
Gary's caliber was a real treat 
He was an exceptionally inquis­
itive, creative graduate stu­
dent," said Glenn Walker, a biol­
ogy professor. "His intelligence 
and relaxed personality blend­
ed wonderfully with his quick 
wit and sense of humor.' 
While at EMU, Dr. 
Telgenhoff balanced his thesis 
research efforts with a serious 
involvement in a rock band, 
The Whiz Kids. Even after 
entering the world of work, Dr. 
Telgenhoff continued his rock 
'n' roll efforts. His song, "Speak 
to You," recorded by his cur­
rent band, SkinnerRat, was fea­
tured on a "CSI" episode. 
In an April presentation to 
EMU students sponsored by the biology 
department, Dr. Telgenhoff discussed the 
difference between real crime-scene inves­
tigators and their portrayal by Hollywood. 
"Real CSls are gophers - they're road 
dogs," he said. "Most of them couldn't even 
adjust the eyepiece of a microscope'.' 
He also showed photos of real-life 
crime scenes, some of which became the 
basis for "CSI" episodes. "I almost wrote the 
whole idea for the episode where these col­
lege students are laying on the floor, and 
they die from the dry ice," he said, citi ng a 
memorable episode. 'Tuey wrote a whole 
show around that idea'.' 
Dr. Telgenhoff acknowledges that his 
job can be a little bit depressing. "It's not for 
everybody. In fact, a lot of doctors can't deal 
with it," he said. However, he tries to find 
the humor in the most unlikely of circum­
stances. "I know my humor can be offen­
sive," Dr. Telgenhoff said, "but if I didn't 
approach my job with humor, I wouldn't be 
able to do it' ❖ 
- Amy Wiseman 
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Mission: Africa 
Student begins journey to offer medical relief 
This summer, EMU student Lauren 
Allmayer will spend six weeks living out of 
a backpack on a small African island with 
no electricity and no running water. And no, 
she's not a contestant on the next install­
ment of the reality show "Survivor'.' 
Allmayer, who has never been outside 
of North America, will leave her family and 
friends and travel halfway around the world 
to help deliver medical supplies to people 
in need. "I'm so excited," Allmayer said. 
"I've always wanted to go to Africa'.' 
Allmayer has been accepted into 
Operations Crossroads Africa, a cultural­
exchange program founded in 1 957 that 
sends American students to Africa to work 
on projects at the grass-roots level. The 
agency sends students to more than eight 
countries to work on projects ranging from 
health and medical relief to women's 
issues, agriculture and education. 
''This program is about sharing posi­
tive aspects of my culture with them, but 
not imposing my beliefs - that's what I 
l ike so much about it," Allmayer said. 
She has been assigned to a medical 
outreach facility on Mfangano, an island 
in Lake Victoria off the coast of Kenya. 
She will help deliver medical supplies by 
boat to other small islands in the area. 
She will live in a three-bedroom house 
with about a dozen people from across 
the United States. 
Allmayer needs to raise $3,500 to 
cover the cost of the program, which 
includes transportation, room and board, 
and medical supplies. She also needs 
money to pay for immunizations and extra 
items to take with her. 
This isn't her first volunteer project. 
Earlier this year, Allmayer went on 
Alternative Spring Break to Washington, 
D.C., to educate teenagers about AIDS. She 
also is the coordinator for VISION Green, a 
community service organization focused on 
environmental issues. 
"You can actually see the effects of 
what you do," Allmayer said of her volun­
teer work. "It really makes life worthwhile" 
After she returns from Africa, she 
wants to participate in another mission. 
And after graduation, she plans to join the 
Peace Corps and help victims of AIDS. 
"Most people have excuses why they 
can't do missions like this. They don't have 
enough time or money," Allmayer said. 
In support of orphans 
Lauren Allmayer will spend her summer in 
Africa, helping residents on various islands 
receive medical supplies. 
"But those excuses will be there your entire 
life. I figure, what better time to do it than 
now while I'm young and healthy. We all 
need to look past ourselves and find what 
is really important'.' 
Anyone interested in helping sponsor 
Allmayer's trip can contact her via e-mail at 
lallmaye@emich.edu. ❖ 
- Abby Palmer 
Goodwill visit to Kenya gives alumna chance to help victims of AIDS 
While at  Ahero, Kenya, Dawn Hall met 
Rosalina, an orphan girl, and youth pastor 
John, who served as a translator. 
Dawn Hall, who received her bachelor 
of science degree in nursing from EMU 
in 1 985, recently returned from two 
weeks in Kenya, where she worked 
mainly with orphaned children. 
She was one of 14 people from 
three churches in Traverse City, Mich., 
who made the care-and-compassion 
trip, which was sponsored by the group 
Christ's Hope. The group stayed mostly 
at Christ's Hope headquarters in Kisumu, 
on the shores of Lake Victoria in western 
Kenya. Its members worked with staff 
from several schools for orphans and a 
home for boys who previously lived on 
the streets. 
"It is heartrending to see so many 
children left without parents and homes 
because of the AIDS scourge," Hall said. 
I f l  People. Progress and Eastern Michigan Univcrnty I Spring/Summer 200(, 
'Through the various schools and organi­
zations, we figure we interacted with 
about 750-800 orphaned children'.' 
At a school in Ahero just outside 
Kisumu, the male volunteers repaired 
buildings while the female volunteers 
helped with school lessons, led songs 
and organized crafts and games, she said. 
'The number of orphaned kids is stag­
gering to contemplate, and the number 
grows daily by about 6,400. And, of course, 
there will be many more," Hall said. 
"Everyone we met and worked with 
was very nice to us, and we did what we 
could to encourage them. But they need 
so much. The need is almost overwhelm­
ing to think about," Hall said. "I feel very 
gratified to have been able to help this 
much at least'.' ❖ 
Q: What's your top priority 
as the new athletic director? 
A: My first priority is to 
devise a strategic plan that 
will take this athletic depart­
ment to another level in the 
future. The overall competi­
tiveness of the program will 
be our top focus. We'll also 
be looking at revenue gener­
ation - how we can do more 
in marketing and fundraising 
on the development side. 
And then, of course, the aca­
demic performance of stu­
dent-athletes. A second prior­
ity is "friend-raising'.' We need 
to be out strengthening old 
relationships and building 
new ones. I'm a people per­
son and I like developing 
relationships. That's a 
strength of mine. And it's 
going to be a focus. An ath­
letic director has to do a lot 
of external work as well, and 
I'm looking forward to that. 
r :-; l· M l'L A I\. 
< A Conversation With . . .  Derrick Gragg > 
Q: What's different about 
being a student-athlete 
today compared to when 
you were playing wide 
receiver for Vanderbilt 
University 15  years ago? 
A: I would say the pressure 
is greater today on our stu­
dent-athletes. The internet, 
message boards - it all 
places the actions of the 
student and the programs 
under a microscope. As a 
result, there are no secrets 
in athletics. Everything they 
do is magnified. They used 
to say that when we were 
playing ball, but now it's 
much more true. Anything 
that's done that's kind of 
outside the lines will be in 
the newspaper the next day, 
or on the internet hours 
after it happens. That takes 
things to another level. The 
stakes are higher today, too. 
The big money deals that 
we have, for example, with 
the NCAA Tournament and 
the bowl games. It creates 
more pressure on the stu­
dent athlete than when I 
played l 5 years ago. 
Q: Is money the key to 
building winning traditions 
in athletics? 
A: Money is a part of it, as far 
as being able to offer the right 
facilities and salaries for your 
coaches. But in our business, 
the key to building a success­
ful sports program is the 
coaches. College athletics is 
built around the coaches. 
When you think of great 
coaches, that's where the 
great programs are. And so if 
you can get the good coaches 
and you can get them to stay, 
then you can build your pro­
gram. Now, if you can get the 
money to go with it, that's 
even better. It's part of my job 
to go out and find those 
resources to help our coach­
es. But if you don't have the 
coaches, you can have all the 
facilities you want, and you're 
not going to be able to build 
a program. 
Q: You often talk about the 
"greater EMU" being the 
team that everyone is p lay­
ing on. Will you elaborate? 
A: I'm a team person. I've 
played on teams all my life 
and I believe in the concept 
of team first. The athletic 
department is part of the 
institution. The institution 
should be the main focus, 
not the athletic department. 
Derrick Gragg 
You can't have the tail wag­
ging the dog. Now, we can 
help the institution with its 
visibility and its goodwill. And 
that means the focus needs 
to be on academics. I played 
football at a school 
(Vanderbilt) that's all about 
academics. In my home, 
there were no athletics with­
out academics first. (Dr. 
Gragg's mother has three 
master's degrees.) We need 
to keep in mind, always, that 
we are part of the greater 
institution. 
Q: If you could watch one 
sport all day, which one 
would it be and why? 
A: You're going to get me in 
trouble on that! Having 21 
sports and 16 head coaches 
at EMU, I definitely can't be 
nailed down to one sport. 
Right now, since it's baseball, 
softba 11, track and crew sea­
son, those are the sports I'm 
watching. Overall, I prefer 
watching college athletics to 
the pros. It's different at our 
level. You're not playing for 
money. You're playing for 
self, for reputation, for team. 
In the professional realm, I 
don't know if everyone is 
playing for that. 
Despite his deep southern roots, the opportunity to lead EMU's 
athletic operations is a homecoming of sorts for Gragg. The 
1-luncsville, Ala., native was the director of compliance at the 
University of Michigan from 1997-2000 and earned a master's 
degree in sports administration from W'ayne State University in 
1999. Gragg worked in athletic administration at the University 
of Arkansas from 2000-06; the University of Missouri from 
1995-97 and Vanderbilt University from 199.�-95. In 200/i, dur­
ing his tenure as a director in the athletics office at Arkans:L�, 
Gragg earned a doctorate in higher education administration. 
Engagement I 
Feathering a nest 
Habitat project moves forward 
The Eagles Nest Project, a collaboration 
between an EMU student group and 
Habitat for Humanity of Huron Valley, is a 
two-part mission, said Michael Haynes, 
project coordinator. "First we have to raise 
the necessary funds, $65,000. Then, we 
construct the actual house," said Haynes, 
a junior from Monroe, Mich. 
The student group - Volunteers 
Incorporating Service Into Our Neighbor­
hoods (VISION) - has worked with Habitat 
for Humanity for about six years. "We've 
wanted to apply to build our own house," 
Haynes said. "It's just a matter of coming 
up with the money'.' The $65,000 buys 
construction materials. Building a house 
typically takes 1 O weekends. A family then 
purchases the house on a 25-year, no-inter­
est mortgage. 
Through April, $ 1 1 ,000 was raised. 
VISION wants to break ground this fall. 
Fundraisers will continue through sum­
mer. Haynes also is applying for grants 
and working with local businesses to 
secure funding or in-kind donations. 
Donations can be made by mailing 
checks to: VISION, 21 McKenny Union, 
Ypsilanti, Ml 481 97. Make checks out to 
"EMU" with the memo line reading 
"Eagle's Nest Project'.' For more informa­
tion on donating or volunteering, visit 
www.emich.edu/h4h. 
�easuring 
impact 
EMU's community outreach 
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Staying engaged 
Freman Hendrix keeps eyes on next prize 
Freman Hendrix is a guy who "moves for­
ward," he says. So while he's spending 
time in Naples, Fla., relaxing after his loss 
against incumbent Kwame Kilpatrick in the 
2005 Detroit mayoral campaign, looking at 
real estate investments and considering 
the many business and employment pro­
posals he's received, he's also, he laughs, 
"trying to get my supporters to move on." 
"I had a big network of friends and 
contacts going into the election," he said. 
"It's gone to a new level since then. There's 
no shortage of calls and e-mails for me to 
answer, many of them expressing their great 
disappointment in the race's outcome'.' 
Instead of wallowing in the bitterness 
of defeat, Hendrix tells those supporters to 
put that energy to good use. "Yes, we fell a 
little short on the mayor's race, but it's a 
very good sign when more than 6,000 
people contribute their services and time 
Hendrix sees himself as a lifelong com­
munity activist, not a politician. "Govern­
ment is not a job path you take if you 
want to become rich. It's about service, 
about putting your needs ahead of mine:' 
to a campaign," he said. 'The people who 
worked on my campaign and voted for me 
- they want nothing more than to see the 
city of Detroit shine'.' 
As does Hendrix. "You don't run the 
kind of campaign we ran unless you are 
deeply committed to the city you wish to 
represent," he said. 'What I am doing now 
is simply looking at all my options. My wife, 
Elaine, and I are fortunate that we didn't 
have to go back to work immediately. We 
can map out a plan that allows us to use 
our talents as wisely as possible. We're 
going to ease back in'.' 
Born and raised in Inkster, Mich., 
Hendrix, 55, graduated from Inkster High 
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School and from EMU with a bachelor's 
degree in business administration in 1982. 
The next 28 years were spent in Detroit 
and Wayne County governmental positions. 
His city/county political resume 
includes chief of staff and then deputy 
mayor during Dennis Archer's administra­
tion; chairman of the Detroit Board of 
Education; former Wayne County assistant 
county executive for legislative affairs and 
director of community development. 
Hendrix started his public service career in 
an entry-level position in the finance 
department of the city of Detroit. 
Hendrix decided to start his campaign 
in 2003, and run it "from the bottom up. It's 
a style of campaigning that had not been 
done in Detroit before," he said. 'We had 
meetings in people's homes with as few as 
five and as many of 25 people present'.' 
Hendrix promised to answer any 
question that was asked at the home 
meetings. '/'.\nd I did, every night for two 
hours or more a night, maybe 200 meet­
ings in all," he said. "It was intense. At the 
end, it was seven days a week, 1 4  hours a 
day. I promised myself that when we were 
finished, I would first take some time to 
recharge, and then do some maintenance 
on the house'.' 
Home maintenance wasn't the only 
personal interest on hold for the duration 
of the campaign. Also included on the list 
was golf, a passion he's indulging as often 
as possible now in Florida. The other was 
Hendrix's involvement with the EMU 
Foundation. ''Years and years ago, I made 
a commitment to raise $ 1 0,000 for EMU. 
I've surpassed it, and I think now my com­
mitment has been raised," he said, laugh­
ing. "Now, I'm up to $25,000, or more, but 
that's OK, because whatever I'm asked to 
do for EMU, I will:' 
As an emeritus member of the 
Foundation's board, Hendrix keeps his fin­
ger on the pulse. 'The University is very 
important to me," he said. He follows its 
news and events via the Web site, and 
attended the Foundation's board meetings 
in February and again in May. "I read what 
President Fallon is doing. I think he has a 
great deal of insight and energy. I like the 
progress the University has made recently'.' 
Of the six Hendrix children, three grad­
uated from EMU Hendrix said that he never 
really thought of going anywhere else. 'We 
are an EMU family. My first experience with 
college was at EMU," he said. "If my mem-
ory serves me correctly, my brother Rudy's 
high school counselor told him that it was a 
great school for him because Rudy wanted 
to be a teacher. This was in 1966, maybe 
1967, and that's what it was all about back 
in those days'.' 
Rudy took Freman to the Kappa 
Alpha Psi fraternity's Little Brother Day. "I 
was so fascinated," Hendrix says now. "In 
awe. I kept thinking, 'This is college, I'm at 
college, man.' That feeling - it never left 
me. EMU was the only place I really 
thought of after I finally got myself 
focused and was ready to go'.' 
Rudy, who graduated from EMU with 
a degree in education in 197 1 ,  is happy to 
rat on his little brother when given a 
chance. 
"Like a lot of kids at 1 7  and 1 8, 
[Freman] was not very focused and direct­
ed his first year in college," Rudy said. "He 
enlisted in the Navy after his freshman 
year, and it's the best thing he could have 
done. He served and he came right back 
to finish school, and as a result of that he 
has a breadth of friends, in two age groups 
almost, that he went to school with and 
still is close to. There were friends he made 
when I went through EMU, friends he 
made his freshman year and never lost 
contact with, and then all the friends he 
met from his second through last full year 
of school. They are long-term standing 
relationships, and they mean a lot to him'.' 
Hendrix said that these friends, most­
ly ex-fraternity brothers and almost all EMU 
graduates, are close because they share 
not just their past but also a vision for the 
future. "Most of the men are involved in 
some aspect of growth or renewal in the 
Detroit area," he said. 'When we all meet 
for dinner, and when we go on our golfing 
trips, we talk about making the Detroit area 
a great place to live and raise our families'.' 
It's also why he has continued to sup­
port EMU as a member of the Foundation 
Board, and why he will continue to do so. 
"It's my university," he said. ''To me, 
it's a part of what this country is about, that 
a regular person coming up in a working­
class family can advance themselves in this 
country by getting a formal education from 
a great university. Eastern gave me that 
opportunity. I want to support that. I want 
to always be connected in a very public 
way to support the University financial ly, or 
in any other way that I can'.' ❖ 
- Kathleen Shields 
< Databank > 
Going global 
Top 5 countries of origin 
of EMU international students 
(winter 2006 semester) 
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Enrollment by college, 
graduate and undergraduate 
(winter 2006 semester) 
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ARABIAN NIGHTS, DAYS 
EMU benefits from Saudi government's student outreach program 
The arrival of Saudi 
students helped 
spur the start-up of 
the Arab Student 
Association (left), 
of which Sam AI­
Otaiby (left, 
below) and Ray 
AI-Otaibi are 
members. 
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Rayed AI-Otaibi and Saad Abdulmohsen A I -Otaiby have a lot in com­
mon. The roommates are in their mid-20s and arrived in January to 
pursue MBAs at EMU. They speak Arabic and are citizens of the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, where as children, they once played togeth­
er in their neighborhood inside Riyadh, that nation's capital. 
All these years later, Ray and Sam - as they encourage people 
here in America to call them - are together again. But their reunion 
has a much larger dimension. It is part of an international effort to 
improve relations between Saudi Arabia and the United States. 
Under a scholarship program financed by their government, 
more than 5,000 Saudi students last year accepted scholarships to 
study abroad. Nearly two- thirds chose to enroll at universities and col­
leges in the United States. And, nearly 25 Saudi students enrolled at 
EMU. The University is hopeful that even more Saudi students, both 
undergraduate and graduate, will choose to enroll in the fall of 2006. 
For Ray AI-Otaibi, the decision to apply was made with the help 
of an administrator working with the Saudi government EMU was a 
known entity to Saudi officials since other citizens had studied here 
with success, and because University staff had made regular visits to 
Saudi embassy and consulate officials in recent years in order to 
-E X E M P L A R  
ensure that EMU was top in mind as an international destination. 
Sam AI-Otaiby's decision to select EMU was made under simi­
lar circumstances. But once enrolled, staff made extra efforts to "facil­
itate my way through EMU. They were really nice to me," he said. 
For both men, arriving in Ypsilanti was not much of a shock. In 
fact, AI-Otaiby is no stranger to the United States. He was born in 
Lansing, Mich., at a time when his father, Abdulmohsen AI-Otaiby, 
was a student earning a doctoral degree at Michigan State University. 
Sam and his family moved between the United States and Saudi 
Arabia in order to follow employment and educational opportunities. 
Sam's undergraduate degree is from the University of Arkansas' 
Walton College of Business. 
Ray AI-Otaibi first came to the United States with his family 
when he was 5, after his father had accepted a teaching position at 
the University of Oregon. Over time, he and his parents, Moneer and 
Um Raed AI-Otaiby, returned to Riyadh, only to return to the United 
States a second time. Eventually, the family returned to Riyadh, where 
Ray enrolled at King Saud University, from which he earned a bach­
elor's degree in 2004. 
Ray and Sam, like many of their Saudi and other Arab student 
counterparts, miss many things about home, such as family, certain 
delicacies and the ability to play and watch soccer more frequently. 
Fortunately, neither has dealt with any anti-Saudi sentiments from 
students or community members. 'Tuey know my background, but 
it doesn't matter to them," Ray said. 
Speaking the language 
New International Student Resource Center 
eases language, cultural transitions to campus 
Ar tirst glance. 21 � Alexander i\lusic Buildin.t: dol'sn't St't'm 
particularh· n:markabk-. Few would p1l'ss that rht- narrow 
room furnisht-d with little more than a ti.·w tables and ch,iirs is 
tilling a sizeable void on Ei\ll:·s campus. But the room. home 
to the new lntt·rn,1rional Srndt-nt Resoune Ct·ntt·r (JSR(). is. 
The ISRC opent-d in  February and Its mission is ··ro 
help students untlt-rsr.rnd American culrnre as well as 
im1,rm·t· rheir English.·· said Kimberly Andt'rson. adminis­
trator of rhe En_1:lish as a Second Languagt· (ESL) pro,i.:ram. 
houst-d within tht- Departmt"nt of Fort'ign Languagt-s and 
Bi lingual Studit's. 
Although all of Ei\lli's estim,1ted ')', I i111ernation,tl stt1-
denrs passt·d a Lu\i_:uagt:-proficit·ncy t:xam as ,1 condition of 
t-nrollmenr. they aren·r nen·ss,1rily ··at honw .. on campus. ··A 
tesc is one measure of En,i.:lish proficiency ... Anderson said. 
··But living here and \Hi tin,t: papt'rs is a whole- diHi.·rt·llt 
rhin,i_:. For inst,llltt'. a studt-nt m,1y nor he able ro approach a 
teacher in tht·1r home country. They may not undusrand 
h<l\\ 10 1 111erpret .1 s� ll.1bus or p,1rr1up.1te 111 group proJetts. 
The ISRC was tilt' result of t·xrensin· surveying of stu­
dems and faculry in ,111 attt-mpr to tint! our what resourn·s 
intern,1rion,tl studt-ms wert- lacking. ··campus rcsm1rcc.- cemers 
EMU has worked hard to create an open environment for inter­
national students, said Courtney McAnuff, EMU's vice president of 
enrollment services. ''The best way to bridge cultural divides is to 
communicate, meet each other, share similar experiences and to 
realize that ultimately, we are all very much alike," he said. 
The influx of Saudi students on campus was a primary force 
behind the rebirth of the Arab Student Association. The association 
has about 50 members, primarily from a handful of Middle East 
nations, including Lebanon ( 1 0), Morocco (4) and the United Arab 
Emirates. The association will be an important partner with EMU's 
Office of International Students (OIS). Its members will serve as cul­
tural and language ambassadors and, in a pinch, as drivers to airports 
when a fellow student needs a ride to and from campus. 
"Having this student association is going to be of tremendous help 
to us," said Paul Dean Webb, director of the OIS. Webb said the leg­
work and credit for forming the chapter goes to Hozifa Abdalla, a grad­
uate student from Sudan, who is studying construction management. 
"The great thing about our campus," McAnuff added, "is that 
it reflects the world that our students will face when they gradu­
ate. With students here from virtually every state and over 1 00 
foreign countries, the co-curricular educational experience out­
side the classroom is outstanding. Our students are able to hit 
the ground running and understand working with people of dif­
ferent nationalities and backgrounds:' ❖ 
- Kevin Merrill 
such as the I Iolman Learning Ct:nter and the \X1ritin,i.: Center 
are trained for rnntent. ,rnd m·t·d special input t<>r L111guage­
hased issues ... Anderson s,1id . .. Tht- ISRC hopes to help intt-r­
national students reach tht' point where tht-sc rt-sources art· 
helpful ro them.·· Anderson also pointed out that the I lolman 
Le,m1in,i.: Ct-nter and tht- \Vriting Centt-r art- aimed at under­
l!raduates. and thc.- majorit1· of imernarional srudems at Ei\ll I 
:ire graduate srndellts. Ancit-rson said both ct-ntcrs have been 
.. very supportiw and cnrnuraging·· or tht' ISRC. 
The ISRC also aims to ht'lp students undt'rstand nrni-.1c1-
clt-mic campus rt'sources. such as the bus system. hou,ing and 
dinin,s: .  and health st-r\·ices. Tht' ISRC: \\',Illts to furrht· r inte­
i_:rare itself into tht' c.1111pus <:xperienct- hy prcst'nting seminars 
;lll topics such as culture shock. undt-rstamlin,i.: a syllabus. and 
using tht' library mort- dii.-nivdy t,,r rt'search. Anderson said. 
'"All of the rntors hnt' art' training to ht·n,nlt" ESL 
tt'achcrs ... said Matthe\\' Critfin. a graduatt' studt'nt from 
Bri,i_:hton, 1\lich . .. Tht' !�RC is an exn·IIL'nt r,·sourtt" i<>r 
intern,1tional srndents who wane hL'lp impro\'ill,l! tht' ir 
English skills. Ovn,dl. we can 1>ro\·idt' spt'tit"ic assistann· to 
the international studt·111s that they m.1y lllH he ahlc to gt't 
in rlw {)(her rntorin,i.: tt'lllt"fs on c1mpus ... 
(;ritfin finds workin,l! ont· on ont' w1rl1 intt'marional 
srudems rnvarding. "'En·ry da1· oift'rs new th.dlcnges and 
gives mt· the opportunity to apply thin,i.:s J· m learning in 
my dasst's ... ht· scud . ··\Vorking hcrt· has hl'en a trenwndous 
l'Xpl·rJ(_·I)((', •!• 
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Queen 
of halls 
State honors Basden 
When Kelly Basden walked into 2 1 9  Wise 
Hall in the fall of 2002, her first thought 
was: "How am I going to live here for an 
entire year, and where am I going to go to 
get away?" Fortunately for Basden, a senior 
from Toledo, Ohio, dorm life grew on her. 
Basden recently completed her second 
term as president of the Residence Hall 
Association (RHA) and was selected this 
spring to receive the prestigious Michigan 
Organization of Residence Hall Associations 
2005-2006 Student of the Year award. 
"The thing that I enjoy most about res­
idence hall life is feeling connected - not 
only to the people that I live with, but also 
to University faculty, staff and administra­
tors," Basden said. "I know that if it were not 
for my involvement in the RHA, I would not 
have had half of the opportunities that I 
have been given at EMU. It's in EMU's resi­
dence halls that I've established myself as a 
student leader, found my best friends and 
really gained an understanding about what 
it means to live in a community'.' 
Basden has lived in Wise, Buell, Hill 
l. X I.:  \1 l'L I\ R 
and Hoyt halls as well as in The Village com­
plex. She became involved in the RHA as a 
freshman. "I quickly realized that if I was 
going to be successful at EMU, ,I needed to 
form connections to my community and 
the University as a whole," she said. 
Basden and her RHA colleagues repre­
sent about 3,000 students, who often make 
their opinions known. 'Tue most consistent 
complaint 1s that it's too expensive to live on 
campus," she said. 
Another reoccurring issue is the 
required meal plan for first- year students. 
"For some students, this is a point of contro-
Basden relishes her role as an activist on 
behalf of her fellow students. "I know that 
our feedback was pivotal in making 
positive changes," she said. 
versy," she said. "Dining Services is well 
aware of this and has worked diligently to 
include the student voice'.' 
After graduating April 30, Basden 
leaves for Kansas State University to be 
an assistant coordinator for departmen­
tal initiatives while she pursues her mas­
ter's degree in college student person­
nel with a focus in administration. ❖ 
- Amy Wiseman 
Coburn's marching orders 
Retired general calls upon graduates to lead a dynamic world 
Gen. (Ret) John G. Coburn told fellow EMU 
alumni in April that their leadership will be 
required to shape the nation's future. 
''You are already leaders. That's why 
you are here," said Gen. Coburn, who grad­
uated in 1 962 with a bachelor's degree in 
education. He was commissioned as a sec­
ond lieutenant of infantry upon his ROTC 
graduation. "But be willing to embrace 
change, be an agent of change'.' 
Gen. Coburn urged students attend­
ing the morning commencement to 
spend time developing the five character­
istics of great leaders: responsibil ity, 
toughness, kindness, optimism and 
respect for others. 
Gen. Coburn is chairman and chief 
executive of VT Systems, Inc. He retired 
from the United States Army in 2001 
after 39 years. His last assignment was 
commanding general, U.S. Army Materiel 
Command (AMC). AMC has a budget of 
$ 1 9.2 billion and is one of the largest 
commands in the Army. 
Debbie Dingell, vice chairman of 
the General Motors Foundation and 
executive director of global community 
relations and government relations at 
GM, del ivered the afternoon com­
mencement address. 
She urged graduates to become 
more socially involved, and to help 
build their communities. She accepted 
an honorary doctorate of public service 
on behalf of her husband, Congressman 
John D. Dingell. ❖ 
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The EMU Board of Regents bestowed upon 
Gen. Coburn an honorary doctorate of 
public service degree. About 2, l 00 stu­
dents were eligible to walk at one of the 
two commencement ceremonies April 30. 
Clinical Applications of Hypnosis, by 
George Gafner ('70). Helpful and 
practical ideas for hypnotherapists 
and other clinicians. Also helpful for 
the general public wondering how 
hypnosis works for clinical problems 
such as depression and anxiety. 
Norton Professional Books, New York 
$30, hardcover 
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The Search 
for the 
Perfect Golf 
Clu 
The Search for the Perfect Golf Club, 
Tom Wishon and Tom Grundner (B.S. 
'67). Tips on how and why golf clubs 
work the way they do. Also, secrets 
to buying wisely and enjoying the 
game more. 
Sports Media Group, Toronto 
$24.95, softcover 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 
lJ N I V F R S I T Y 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
I N NOVATIVE • APPLI ED • GLOBAL 
.J Graduate business degrees designed 
specifically for working professionals 
.J Weekend a n d  even i ng  courses 
offered in downtown Ypsilanti and at 
EMU-Livonia 
.J Customized executive training and 
program delivery available through 
the Professional Education Center 
Learn more: www.ce.emich.edu/cob 
< Authors, Authors > 
The Rice Diet Solution, Kitty Gurkin 
Rosati (M.S. '83), R.D., LD.N., and 
Robert Rosati, M.D. A weight-loss 
alternative built around The Rice Diet 
Program at Duke University in 
Durham, N.C. Kitty Rosati is its 
nutrition director. 
Simon & Schuster, N.Y. 
$25, hardcover 
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Healthy ha bits 
The Graduate 
School is helping 
School of Nursing 
Professor Tsu-Yin 
Wu continue her 
research work in 
promoting breast self-exams. Professor 
Wu, who recently received a $249,000 
grant to promote breast-cancer screen­
ing among immigrant Asian American 
Women, was one of 1 4  professors to 
receive a Graduate School Research 
Support Fund Award. 
Helping com m u nities 
The Center for 
Community Building 
and Civic Engage­
ment received 
$90,000 from 
Washtenaw County 
Workforce Develop­
ment and $200,000 
from the federal Department of Justice 
to continue the Community Leadership 
To infinity and beyond: The time capsule 
will help future generations learn about 
life on campus circa 2006. To view the 
student center's progress, visit 
www.emich.edu/mckenny/newbuifding.htm. 
E X E M l'L.>\R 
Fellows Program, which was profiled in 
the last issue. From July 10-Aug. 19, low­
income youth ages l 4- 18  will attend a 
Business Through the Arts summer camp. 
They will create a theatrical performance 
and merchandise to promote it, which 
they will sell at the Aug. 19  performance. 
Security first 
The Center for 
Regional and 
National Security con­
tinues to expand 
services. Its training 
of Michigan high 
school students as 
first responders was highlighted in the 
winter issue. Since then, officials in its 
information assurance program joined 
leaders at seven other institutions in sign­
ing the International Cyber-Security 
Education Coalition agreement. The coali­
tion's purpose: strengthen national securi­
ty; establish business/industry partners in 
Michigan and nationally; and create articu­
lation agreements. 
Coming up: 
A look at the next 
issue of Exemplar 
In our fall issue, we will revisit the 
Visioning Task Force, created by 
President Fallon last year to help sharp­
en the focus of the University. We will 
look at what its members discussed and 
how its conclusions will shape the 
future. We'll also look at the EMU 
Symphony, which is celebrating its 75th 
anniversary. A sound idea, indeed. 
Encapsulating 
Project freezes time inside student center 
What says "2006" to you? 
That was the question put to the cam­
pus community by members of Student 
Government and the staff at McKenny Union 
and campus Life and Diversity Programs, 
who sponsored a time capsule to be 
embedded in the new student center open­
ing this fall. Helping in the project were staff 
from the Physical Plant, center builder Turner 
Construction and architectural firm Burt Hill. 
The capsule will be installed at the 
center's west entrance Nov. 6, the tentative 
date of the building's official opening. 
According to Maria Davis, a University 
archivist, there have been cornerstones 
placed on campus, but no time capsules. 
So far, the capsule will contain an iPod 
music player, a map and aerial photo of 
campus, and Student Government's list of 
the " 10 1  Things to Do at EMU Before You 
Graduate'.' The capsule also will document 
the building's construction, said Glenna 
Frank Miller, director of McKinney Union 
and campus Life. "There are some records 
of the history of the student center project 
that may be included, such as 24/7 Web 
cam photos, a milestones list and the 
groundbreaking program'.' Other items 
being considered are current copies of the 
Eastern Echo and Cellar Roots, an EMU 
football program and a Twinkie. 
There is no date set for the capsule's 
opening, but it likely won't be for another 
50 to 75 years. 
'There is a great feeling of excitement 
surrounding the anticipated opening of the 
new student center," said Robert Murkow­
ski, the 2005-06 student body president. 
"This time capsule hopefully not only 
encapsulates some of that feeling, but will 
leave a footprint of our day and age. We're 
really looking to find out what defines EMU, 
here and now'.' ❖ 
- Amy Wiseman 
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< My Turn > 
Ronald C.  Woods 
Witnessing 30 years of transformation in the pursuit of fairness, truth 
I began my career as a college professor and 
university administrator at Eastern Michigan 
University In September 1 976. For two years 
prior to that, I was on the staff of the Legal 
Aid Society of Cincinnati, which I had joined 
immediately following my graduation from 
the University of Michigan Law School in 
1 974. I came to Ypsilanti having just made 
clearly the most important career decision of 
my life to that point. I made a difficult choice 
to forego a very promising opportunity to 
become a part of an African American law 
firm poised to reshape the legal terrain of 
Cincinnati in the decade following the mod­
ern civil rights movement. I chose, instead, to 
pursue my passion for law, history and the 
life of the mind in an opportunity that pre­
sented itself to join the Afro-American 
Studies program at EMU. 
A child of the civil rights movement, I 
had been born in 1 947 during an era in 
which Jim Crow - of both the southern and 
northern variety - was alive and quite well. 
By the time I had arrived on Eastern 
Michigan's campus nearly 30 years later, 
America and EMU were studies in social 
transformation. Driving this transformation 
was a multifaceted debate of anti-colonial­
ism, civil rights, war and peace, urban rebel­
lion, poverty, women's rights, cultural rela­
tivism, student rights and the military-indus­
trial complex. All of these debates had in 
one way or another been playing them­
selves out on campus before I arrived. 
Most prominent among these was the 
struggle for black rights. As much as any sin­
gle variable, that struggle set the context for 
me as a higher education professional. 
Despite the university having had 
African American students as a part of its 
student body for many decades prior to the 
1 970s, life for blacks was circumscribed by 
both the subtle and not-so-subtle dynamics 
of race. If my anecdotal sources are correct, 
it was only in the late 1940s that Eastern 
Michigan began to desegregate its dorms 
for African American females. Other proto­
cols of race structured black and white rela­
tionships on campus. Even as I joined the 
roughly two dozen African American 
degreed professionals on campus when I 
came in 1 976, so many of those I knew 
wore the dubious distinction of being the 
"first'' in their respective domains. 
The academic un
i
t I joined in 1976 
would rarely have been conceived of a 
decade earlier. Negro studies, Negro history 
or Negro literature were only just coming into 
being on a very few traditionally white cam­
puses in the mid-1960s, though these sub­
jects had been staples at historically black 
institutions for some time. Yet in 1969, the 
call for the creation of black studies at EMU 
was issued by a network of students, staff 
Ron Woods 
Professor, Department of 
African American Studies 
Ronald C. \'(foods is a professor of 
African American Studies, and inter­
im head of the Department of African 
American Studies. He earned his 
bachelor's degree in 1969 from 
W'ittenbcrg University; a ma.�ter's 
from the University of Michigan in 
1971 , and his lJ-M law degree in 197'1. 
and faculty and community persons. 
Several years of committees, task 
forces, student activism and national cur­
rents led ultimately to the establishment of 
a Black Studies Program in 1 973, and ulti­
mately to the creation of the Afro-American 
Studies Program as a free-standing unit in 
the College of Arts and Sciences in 1 975. In 
1 990, we would become the Department 
of African American Studies and would 
begin offering bachelor degrees in the field, 
both of which were firsts in the state. 
During this journey, an expanded and 
committed faculty; an always-engaged cadre 
of students; a body of alumni who have 
entered multiple professional arenas in life; a 
supportive University administration; and col­
laborating partners all around have brought 
us to our 30th anniversary milestone. 
Looking back at the meaning of it all, I 
come to these three closing thoughts: 
First, at EMU, I have been privileged to 
be a part of one of the grandest dynamics 
in human history - institution-building. 
Second, EMU remains an idea in 
search of perfection. Society remains on a 
journey to synchronize all of its parts, maxi­
mize its creativity and secure its future. In 
miniature, so also does EMU. 
Third, I now find myself in a different 
place and space within the grander schema­
ta of the University than I did in 1 976. 
When I first came to EMU, I was nurtured 
constantly, and, likely to the point of bother, 
sought out the advice of my elders. It was 
their wise counsel I sought out in the strug­
gle for presence, power and position as an 
African American in an institution defined by 
Caucasian presence, power and position. 
For the oppositional consciousness, 
self-assuredness and knowledge base I 
needed to navigate this terrain, I sought the 
wisdom of my late colleagues Mary Brooks, 
Velma Clarke and Leroy Watts. It was to 
them and many others that I turned so 
often. At this juncture, by virtue of age and 
longevity, I have fewer and fewer persons to 
call upon as elders within the University, 
though there are many from whom I learn 
daily. But it is to me and my generation who 
now must offer the mentoring, the counsel 
and the strategic advice. I guess one could 
say, it is now my turn. ❖ 
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Name: 
Roshani Adhikary 
E X E M P L A R  
Roshani Adhikary always planned to join the 
Peace Corps after graduation. That is, until 
she sat out the winter 2006 semester in 
order to attend her sister's wedding in Nepal, 
her parents' native country. "I decided to stay 
longer and do some mountain climbing. 
For the first time, I really got to know people 
outside of my family," she said. 
Many of the people she met worked for 
wealthy Nepalese families. ''They make, 
maybe, the equivalent of $40 a month," 
Adhikary said. "They told me that someone 
like me, American-born but with strong 
ties in south Asia, can accomplish more by 
making a good American salary and sending 
money for educational materials:' 
That has Adhikary reconsidering her future. 
"I've never been all that concerned with 
money," she said. "Obviously, my parents 
(her father is an anesthesiologist and her 
mother is;a teacher) provided for us well. 
Now 'i feeL like I need to earn money for 
. ;il1�)_:(�\. _ oth�r __ l fi�} pqses. "  _ 
. 
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Matt Balke joked that his own 
graduation would bring to eight the 
number of EMU commencement 
ceremonies he'd viewed. Seven, if 
you don't count that his mother was 
pregnant with Matt when she attende 
his father's 1 983 graduation from EM 
The other times Balke was working as 
a student cameraman for EMU's Video 
Production and E-TV office. 
When asked if having worked so many 
graduations would spoil the significance 
of the event for him, Balke said, "No, 
I'm really looking forward to it, actually. 
I'll be able to listen to the speakers and 
just look around and soak it in. You 
can't �t_\wlien you ing, and 
ymu can't liear because ·ng 
o the director:sr ro· man 
: the headset' 
act, slowing.down taking a 
I ok around,him is pretty much what 
�Ike plans_ to do immediately after 
graduati� The '{Bsilanti native says I 
that �
--
sees so many opportunities th
�
t 
he's not sure which path" he will take. 
"I pla� to write a lot this summer," he 
said,I have s�e sropt ideas in m�c:t:' 
l.Beyond that, he is unaecided. "I didn't 
:: picl�his major thinkihg it would be' 
, easy[ to jump out into a job," he said. 
"I .l!Yish I wanted to be a lawyer or 
a1doctor, but this (film) is what I 
wanted to do:' 
Just in case, Balke, who says he usually 
tries to plot everything out, took some 
of the entrepreneurship classes offered 
through the College of Business. 
"I could confidently start a business," 
he said. "In five years, I'd like to be 
making really good movies based on 
video games. Then some day, I could be 
a rich and famous movie director who 
is asked to come back and speak at 
commencement:' 
Name : 
Matt Balke 
Hometown: Ypsilanti, ich. 
Age: 22 
• 
Major: Electronic media and film 
Next move: Practice my scriptwriting while I go on "sabbatical" 
Dream job: Writing and directing movies and video games, �ithou! 
worrying about producers stepping over my head and changing thmgs 
Most vivid EMU memory: Taking an astronomy class with my mom and 
brother and the three of us getting the top three grades in the class 
Hobbies: Video games, helping people, laser tag and bowling 
(when I have the time and money!) 
Latest accomplishment: Being asked to create a series of training 
tapes for the Holman Learning Center 
Personal mission statement: Helping people as best l ean while 
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The 
Presidential Investiture 
Address of 
John A. Fallon, III 
April 7, 2006 
Q_uirk Theatre 
II 
n a time-honored tradition, Eastern 
Michigan University ceremoniously 
conferred the authority and symbols of 
the office of the University president at 
an investiture. In accepting the presidential 
medallion and the responsibilities of the 
office, John A. Fallon, III, pledged to serve 
with honor and humility and foster a new 
attitude on campus - one filled with 
possibili ties and opportunities. Here are the 
thoughts EMU's president shared that day. 
Thank you. 
Regent Valvo, honorable members of the Board of Regents, Professor Evett, Mr. 
Murkowski, Ms. Pinon, Pasror Roe, Senator Bracer, colleagues, honored guests and 
ladies and gentlemen. As I stand before you roday ro accept the charge outlined by the 
Board of Regents, l publicly receive chis presidential medallion sobered - absolutely 
sobered - by the responsibility and challenges char ic represents, yet heartened by the 
possibili ties and opporcuniries char srand foursquare i n  rhe road ahead. These challenges 
and possibiliries are more than mere elusive concepts ro me, given tbat fve been here ar 
Eastern Michigan University for now nearly nine months. They are rhe source si muJra­
neously of unremitting joy and rechnicolor nightmares since 6:4 l a.m. on July 1 8th last, 
my first day on the job. It was on time day, and at char hour, rhar l performed my fi rst 
official ace in service ro chis insricurion: co dismantle che rear-view mi rror from rhe 
University's command module in rhe bowels of Welch Hall. And rhe remarks char I 
share with you coday have been prepared carefully against chis backdrop and wirh rhe 
full  understanding chat some of you are likely co remember whar I have co say and hold 
me co it in the years immediately ahead. 
Before I begin my formal remarks, I muse address two items of particular conse­
quence co me. First, I'd like co express my mosr genuine and heartfelt appreciation ro 
my fami ly. Some of these folks are here physically; all are here in spirit. Four of the five 
women in my l ife are here: my wife and parrner Sidney, who I count on for bare-knuck­
led realiry checks, heavy doses of humility, an increasing volume of campus projects and 
engagements and unqualified love on a daily basis; my dear mother Faye Fallon, whose 
I I 
spirit and being represent the very patterns for my own behavior; my sister B i llie Kaye 
and my aunt Gloria, borh special nor only because they mean so much co me, bur also 
simply for who and what they are. Only my daughter, Deborah, is missing, bur she's 
busy doing honorable work on rhis day as a social worker in Kansas City. Others assem­
bled here coday include my cousins Paula, Judy and Tim, and their respective spouses, 
John, Tony and Mary, and my brother-in-law Jeff. 
My three sons - Brell[, Jamie and Sean - could not be here today. Brent, his wife 
Jennifer, and our two grandchildren, Master Brent Damon Fallon, 11, and Miss J .  
Hadleigh Harper Fallon, are also in Kansas City and are fully occupied with rhe dynam­
ics of a young fam ily. Jamie and Sean are swclenr-athleces in western New York and I 
have visions of chem both, at their respective universities, laboring mightily in the 
library at chis very moment. I cold Little Brent earlier this week rhat today is the day 
char J gee co wear a green dress co work. He will remain i n  abjecr disbelief of chis until 
I send him a copy of rhe cape from rhis ceremony, whereupon he's likely co pester his 
parents unmercifully co go and ger him one just like this. 
And [ have other family members here; family in something of an unconvell[ion­
al, perhaps common-law, sense. My friend and menror Eric G ilbertson, president of 
Saginaw Valley Smee University, is present with his wife Cindy, as are Gene and Mary 
Pat Hamilrnn and Ernest Paulick. These gentlemen are particularly special co me . . .  
more like brothers. You would never know by looking at chem that one plays the bag­
pipes, and while not particularly well - at least loudly, audaciously and far coo fre­
quently; one wears a fake knee brace on the basketball court for the singular purpose 
of distracting opponents' attention away from feet chat have predictably gotten con­
siderably larger and heavier over the years; and one char epitomizes the Irish gift for 
interpersonal relarions. My l ifelong colleagues and friends Pere and Doccy Murk and 
Ross Van Ness are also here as are Mike and Candy Jones. And my and Sidney's spe­
cial friend, Chris Srrong, is here from the Seate University of New York ac Porsdam. 
Many of us can relate co the specter of a l i ttle inner voice chat keeps us on track in 
many ways. Chris is that voice, in a gentle, yet clear way, for legions of students, fac­
ulty and staff over rhe years . . .  and me. 
This is my family and they know, and you should, coo, chat they are precious botl1 
for what they"ve raughr me through the years and for their presence here roclay. I'd 
also like ro bid welcome co my old friend Senator Mike Goschka, and my new friends, 
srace Representative John Stewart, and his wife, Beth, borh proud EMU alumni. 
Thank you one and all for being here. J only wish char my clad and my sister Pam 
could be here for chis. They would've loved it, and you would've loved chem. 
Second, as you all are quire well aware by now, chis invesricure is not at all about me. 
Oh sure, I'm the ceremonial focus and instirncional excuse for doing this, bur in a way chat 
should be insrructive for rhe entire Universiry going forward, this is all about our srndents. 
Racher than committing great sums coward elegant parties and massive meal functions 
chat typically characterize inaugural ceremonies, this one intends co actually raise money. 
And char support will go coward srndent scholarships. 
Lese you think char this is routine and small in scale, consider this: J n  addition 
co establishing ar least one new endowed scholarship, proceeds from this invesrirnre 
will serve co bring an aclclirional l 9 scholarships up co the required award level and 
will be available co our swclents next year. Now char, l would contend, is special and, 
Photos. video, a11dio and text of the investit1tre of 
President fal/011 ewe available on/ine cit 
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"I'm the 
ceremonial focus 
and institutional 
excuse for doing 
this, but . . .  this is 
all about our 
students. " 
II 
'' When I 
communicate 
with students, 
they speak with 
reverence about 
their teachers." 
II 
on behalf of the students of Eastern Michigan University, I express co you my deep 
and abiding grarirnde. 
By way of rhe remainder of my remarks today, I'd like co share several perspectives 
about Easrern Michigan University. These rhoughrs focus on rhe naru.re and characrer of 
rhe instirurion as it exisrs presently and on direcrions for the furure. These are nor helium­
inflaced pronmuicements about bold new directions chat we must pursue wich both bar­
rels blazing immediately upon exiting chis hall. Neither are they zippy, new fuel-injected 
strategies char come off The Neu1 )'ork Ti111es non-fiction best-seller list, roughly similar ro 
comes chat provide insights inro how ro manage anything and everything in one minute 
or less and secrets ro finding cheese chat seems co have disappeared. And in no case did 
rhey come from a committee or otherwise organized sec of people, charges and rhougbrs. 
They are observations and ideas rhac are simple and uncomplicated in every single way and 
they portend possibility and oppotrunicy for the University going forward. It is their sim­
plicity char renders these notions, ar lease in my mind, borl, easy co dismiss and remark­
ably powerful. And rhey include a reflection on rhe core of our inscicucional work, the 
affinity char exisrs for the University, the virrue of our location, rhe significance of acrirude 
and, finally, focus. 
The core.focus of the University 
Ar che very center of our work as a University - char is ro say, where srudents and 
faculty meet and engage in reaching and learning - chis institution is rock-solid. l have 
come co conclude char we are as good as any, and beccer rhan most, ac rhis. I come co chis 
based upon conversations with now thousands of students and hundreds of faculty mem­
bers. My data is ethnographic and anecdotal rather than methodologically formal or 
technically empirical. I t  is, nonetheless, quire convincing. Jnrerescingly, but no longer 
surprising, when f talk with faculty members, rhey almost i mmediately, and with no 
small measure of honor and respect, calk about their students. They reflect on the impor­
tance and significance of their work in lifting srudents ro a higher level in pursuit of aca­
demic success as preparation for productive and enjoyable lives. They see themselves as 
key in guiding srudencs through che portal of opporruniry char che University repre­
senrs. There is little char rhey won't do for rheir srudenrs and they work mightily and 
spend considerable rime ac chis. 
When I communicate with scudems, chey speak wich reverence about their teach­
ers. They are quick ro poinr our rhar faculty members make themselves available -
day, night and weekends - outside of the classroom as well as inside. They reflect on 
the understanding and compassion char faculty members exude, parcicuJarly in rela­
tion ro work and family responsibilities. And chey ralk about che challenge. In the 
process, they are learning how co behave and comport themselves as well as under­
standing the farther reaches of the disciplines; some couldn't have i magined before 
encounrering faculty members that you can be laser-smart, compassionate, demand­
ing, understanding and properly cough all ac rhe same rime. In addition to rhe for­
malities and rudiments of che subjects, our srnclencs point our char rbey learn how to 
relate co ochers by interacting wich faculty. 
And this is how J come to conclude chat Eastern Michigan University is quire good 
at its "core business": where scudenrs and facuJcy engage each ocher and, 111 face, learn 
from each ocher. By che way, there are cwo propositions char f heartily subscribe co char 
serve ro reinforce all of chis. And they are: 
I .  In my view, there are cwo - and only cwo - groups of people who work at a uni­
versiry: excellent teachers and people who support excellenc teachers. I ,  it should be 
known and quire proudly so, include myself i n  rhis laccer category. l learned a long 
rime ago char presidencs are largely ornan,encal in the eyes of scudenrs; most alumni 
either didn't care or can't remember who the president was when they were in college. 
Excellent teachers, and these are nor solely confined co the professoriace, represent rhe 
academy's value proposition. And J feel highly privi leged co work in support of our 
excellent teachers. 
2. I beLieve rhar faculty are the heart of rhe academy; srudents are its lifeblood; 
alumni embody irs soul; and rhe rest of us - staff, administration and special friends -
represent precious connections between and among these three primary groups. 
\'lie are rock-solid ar EMU and we are so because our faculty and students are 
focused, mutually respectful, industrious and care deeply about each ocher. 
'Things are not what they seeni 
In terms of affinity, J came to my understanding about chis in an oblique way. 
During my first several weeks here, above all else tbar J heard about, there were rwo 
issues cbac came up consistently: the Hurons and rhe House. And ir didn't matter wirh 
whom I spoke, early into my conversations, almost as 1f planned in some awkward 
scripted sore of way, people felt a need to share a "saber-toothed" perspective about one 
or bod, of these topics. These issues remain near the surface, bod, individually and insci­
rurionally, in all tbac we do. 
I fouod it interesting - actually quite disconcerting - char every rime either of these 
subjects came up in conversation, there were perceptible physiological changes in folks 
char accompanied chem. Early in these discussions, for example, peoples' faces would 
become decidedly flush, the veins in their temples would become more pronounced, che 
decibel level of rhe conversarion would go up a few norches, and people would move 
closer physically. I remember going home in che evening and mentioning to Sidney rhac, 
while l hoped rhar l was wrong about rhis, ir seemed char everyone - virrnally everyone 
- is mad ar Eastern Michigan University. And chis was nor confined merely co people 
in zip code 48197. 
Ir rook me a long rime co discover what was at the roor of all of chis. Ir wasn't the 
name change from Hurons co Bagi.es, although rhei:e are some alumni that will go to their 
graves resisting and denying chis, and ic wasn't the House, despite che sum of unrelenting 
public attention and hushed private conversations. Do you know what it was? l t  was love 
. . .  a deep and abiding affection for chis University and what ir has clone for srudenrs for 
now 156 years. People care enormously about chis University and don't cake kindly co 
things ci1ar, in rheir view, hurt their University. And while I haven't figured our yer how 
co deal with these issues fu!Jy in the weeks and years ahead, 1 am so very graceful for the 
strong feelings char people have for this insrirucion. J am thankful for their love. Without 
chis affection, I believe chat our job would be much more difficult. The crick here, of 
course, is to channel chis love in full and focused support of students and teachers and the 
learning outcomes chat become manifest. 
Location and proximity 
There were many ti mes during the period after my appointment - the Ides of 
March 2005 - until we moved here chat I wondered if we made the right decision. I 
mean, after all, our two youngest boys wece comfortably in college in western New York 
and we had established a fairly remarkable network of friends and colleagues upstate. 
More significantly, I began co chink in more precise terms about chis University's loca­
tion. Michigan, generally, was and remains i n  the midst of the worse economic crisis in 
its entire statehood. Detroit, with its massive challenges exacerbated by the grinding 
economics of the region, is effectively nexr door. Perhaps even more cogent is our prox­
imity co che ocher universiry in the neighborhood. There were more than a few times 
when l woke up in the middle of che night in New York in a cold sweat worrying about 
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chis. And I struggled mightily with the question: How can we ever expect co compete 
with that institution' 
Even though it cook me a while, I finally figured this out. We don·c compete with 
chat university ar all - shoLLldn'c, can·c, won't. Our proximity co ir is nor at a.II the lia­
bility that it first appears to be. In face, it's an imporcanc asset. This proximity, about 
5 .2  miles by my calculation, permits us ro define our University in ways that are differ­
ent - no less special, mind you, but markedly differem - than chat institution. And so 
my perspective, and hopefully our perspective, has progressed from one rooted in worry 
co one that embraces the associated opportunity. 
likewise with Michigan and Detroit. Given that we exist largely ac the hands of 
the taxpayers of che scare of Michigan, legally if not economically, we have a responsi­
bility co find ways to increase OLLC value co the stare. And chis value musr consider the 
horrifying challenges that the state must address. We muse be part of the solmions chat 
this state needs so desperately. With Detroit, I would contend chat our duty there is less 
legal and formal than moral. We have an obligarion here chat transcends the boundaries 
of more conventional institution-region relations. And it is more complicated - far more 
complex - than our other obligations in that it involves the whole of hisrory, econom­
ics, education, policies and race. 
No, our location is not a liabili ty. l e  is precious . . .  rich with opporcunicies and 
possibil ities - and difficult challenges. And we are blessed as an institution for what 
ch is portends. 
The power of positive persjJective 
Complex organizations like ours are typically quick co point out that they have 
myriad challenges. This is even more the case with public instirucions, although the 
extent to which we are public seems ro be changing. Once, in an interchange about this 
with the esteemed provost of the Seate University of New York, l remarked chat we are 
not, in fact, public any longer in char we have progressed, perhaps regressed, from state­
funded co state-assisted to state-located co scare-aggravated. He was not amused. This 
change all by itself, undeniably, is responsible for many of our challenges. And they seem 
co i ncrease in number and proportion with each passing year. 
Ac Eastern Michigan University, it is my view that we have only one challenge. 
Contrary co what you might chink, it is not money. We have a lor of money . . .  a quar­
ter of a billion dollars. For someone like me, who can't relate emotionally co anything 
larger than a $ L O  bill, it's almost unfathomable . . .  nine positions before the decimal 
point. If each dollar we had were a minute, it would equal over 40 decades. If each dol­
lar were a person, it wollld nearly equal the populations of Germany, France, Spain and 
the United Kingdom combined. Thar's a loc of money, even for the type of organization 
like ours that has an insaciable appetite for resources. 
And it"s nor people. Geez, we've got 2,000 people - remarkably-able people, peo­
ple who can do things thac most folks can'r even imagine. Mose of chese are smart, expe­
rienced people - OLtr hLLman capital, our mosc important resource, our most vital com­
petitive advanrage. And chac's just the folks who work here. It doesn't include 24,000 
swdents, more than 1 30,000 alumni or countless special friends, taxpayers or prospec­
tive swdents. Nope, ir's nor people. From a human perspective, we are rich and gening 
richer each year. 
Neither is it  che other things chat characterize a University like buildings. 
Okay, let's be honesc here: We"ve got a few challenges along chose lines, bm they are 
well on rheir way coward getting addressed, thanks ro the accions of the Board of 
Regenrs last sum mer. Technology, the same: pretty good, and gening better. And so 
it is with all of the other things that we have. So what's our major chal lenge? I would 
contend chat it's accicude . . .  che absence of a clear, authentic, consistent and abiding 
positive, confident and opcimiscic attitude. J've been around long enough now to 
know, empi rically and unequivocally, cbac positive attitude can compensate foe short­
comings in ocher more substantive areas. I've seen well-supporred organizations with 
virally important missions gee stuck in the mud because of attitude. I've also seen 
struggling organizations do heroic ch.ings simply because they just knew chey could. 
Attitude and its related components - trust, respect, comportment and integrity -
is every chi ng. 
\Y/e have work co do on our accicude. We need to embrace che notion char there isn·r 
much char we can't accomplish if we pur our minds to it. More importantly, we need co 
embrace each orher. The emerging conrext of shared governance here will provide rhe 
backdrop and conrexc for chis t0 rake place. The spirit of cruse, respect and incegricy will 
provide rhe lubricanr chat permits us tO engage che inscicucion's flywbeel and gee it mov­
ing faster and more deliberately. We can do chis and gee tO a place that's rightful for us. 
And che primary beneficiaries of chis, happily, will be our scudencs. 
Sticking to our knitting 
Jim Collins, in his book Good to Great. discusses many factors char distinguish 
companies char are great from chose char are merely good. He points our, among ocher 
things, chat great companies are quick to confront the brutal faces at every step of the 
way. This involves looking reality square in the eye with no distorrions, filters or sugar 
coatings. It means being discerning, comprehensive and thorough and nor susceptible 
co episodic aberrations. Roughly, for example, chis means understanding chat, while a 
guy named David won an important fight char happened co be chronicled for poscer­
icy, on mosc days Goliath wins. And for every Doug Flucie "Hail Mary" touchdown 
pass rhac was caught in che encl zone wich no rime left on the clock, there were hun­
dreds chat fell  incomplete. The brutal faces aren·c always pretty. Thar's why Collins 
refers ro rhem as brutal. 
Our brutal faces are complex and longstanding. They are roared in hisrory, econom­
ics, geography, mission and a range of human facrors, some of which were menrioned 
earlier. When fully and properly assembled and arrayed for analysis and review, a pwcess 
char has not yet been fully completed, they seem t0 lead inescapably co a particular 
course . . .  a direction for the University char pays respect co what represents che great­
est value co the people of the scare of Michigan and what we do best. The technical cerm 
for chis, for all l know coined originally by my grandmother, one Katherine Connor, over 
1 00 hundred years ago bur legitimized more recently by authors Peters and Waterman 
in In Search of Excellence, is ·'sticking ro our knitting." Jndeed, I believe chat by sricking 
co our knitting, we can emerge over rhe next several years as the model for rhe engaged, 
focused concemporary American university and occupy a special niche in the conscella­
tion of public universities in chis scare . . .  a position of uniqueness, honor and respect. 
While we can do this - we muse do chis - don't think for a minute chat ic will be 
easy. I t  will require hard work . . .  a degree of difficulty with which we may be Ltnfamil­
iar. More imporcancly, ir will require rbac we be as clear-eyed and candid about what we 
won't do as what we will. J c  is chis thar will be the most difficult parr of our work. And 
rhe stakes here are high. For the University, it wouldn't be much of an exaggeration co 
suggest char inscirurional survival sics in the balance. On a broader level, given the sta­
cus and prognosis for che Michigan economy - an elusive, conceprnal consrrucc rhat, in 
rhe final analysis, has a decidedly human face - we simply muse be successful. 
We don'r approach che challenges ahead from a position of weakness. We are good 
at much of whar we do. We have remarkable people at most of our positions and sca­
cions. We have studencs who represent the future of chis scare and need rhe benefit of 
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our very best efforts. We are privileged for the expectations cbac we do chis well and are 
honored by the opportunity co make a difference. 
For my pare in chis, now char I'm "official," I consider myself blessed co be your 
colleague, your neighbor, your friend, your ceammace, your cheerleader, your champion, 
your fellow vocalise and one of your leaders. I cake pride in my role in supporr of excel­
lent teachers and remain humbled by chis appointment and sobered by rhe challenges 
char ic represents. I am also determined - absolucely determined - co contribure, in pos­
itive and effective ways, ro che continuing emergence of Eastern Michigan University. 
Above all else, you can be assured chat this contribution will be grounded - firsc, fore­
most and always - in service co our scudents. 
I thank you for encrusting me with the honor and responsibility for leading chis 
grand University on inco rhe future - a future clearly characterized by opportunities and 
possibilities. I will do so ever mindful of all of the concribmions of those who have gone 
before me in service ro rhis inscicucion. Where we stand coday is a tribute co their fore­
sight and che efforts of many generations of colleagues. We are beccec - simply beccer 
- for the benefits of their work. 
It will be my hope that, when our work togecher here is done, ochers will be quick 
co point our that these were times when educationally-purposeful diversity made its way 
more forcefully inco our inscirurional consciousness; when crust became the currency 
char gave rise co organizational achievement and discinccion; when ethics, honesty and 
integrity became the operational hallmarks of the University; when the scatus quo 
became regarded as the enemy; when optimism and confidence were heavy in che cam­
pus air; when all of our people - wichour reservation or qualification - were regarded as 
gifts from above; and when the University's rear-view mirror - che rear-view mirror chat 
I removed and have been carrying around wich me for about 270 days - was reinsca!Jed, 
properly, fully and wich genuine pride, on the inscicucion's command module. 
Thank you. 
Our Pledge 
'The A.Ima .Water ,fE.'vfU 
Eastern, sacred Alma A1ater, 
to yollr 11amc n·c shall be tntc, 
El'cr marching on to victory, 
H'C 'll sta11d by to sec you through. 
Sojtlyflvati11g on the brccz.c, 
uenlant grec11 with white lf s1wu·, 
This ollr banner H'C H'ill carry, 
i11 Ollr hearts ulicrc'cr n·c go. 
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;Student-athlete Kaila Harris gathered her . , 
thoughts briefly before she responded to a 
• question about the highlights of her college 
, career. She mentioned being recruited to 
play soccer; being chosen to represent EMU 
at a NCAA Leadership Conference; and her 
membership on a student-athlete advisory 
council. 
She loved being a University Ambassador, the 
students who are carefully chosen by the staff 
of McKenny Union and Campus Life to lead 
prospective students and their family members 
on tours of campus and to represent the 
University at events. "I was really sad when • 
1 
•. , 
I realized it was the thing I had to give up in '.>N.� 
order to squeeze my internship in," Harris said. , 
She talked about how fun it was to be a 
camp counselor at the Rec/I M's Fun Camp in 
the summer; how much she appreciated her 
membership in the student chapter of the 
Public Relations Society of America on campus 
because that's how she found her internship 
- and, then, before she could name another 
organization or club she was a member of ·,, 
- she laughed. "I did a lot of everything," 
she said, possibly just realizing all that she 
accomplished. "I was busy!" 
An activity level that would make others' heads 
spin was a great outlet for Harris. "In college 
sports, you really don't get out of your world," 
she said. "You practice, play, study and travel 
with your team and with other athletes, 
and it can narrow what you experience:' 
She's grateful that she could branch out at 
EMU. "Everything is so close that if you 
want to do something, it's right there for 
you. I had the support to try a lot of things. 
I think I am more prepared for graduate 
school and a writing career because of it:' 
Most vivid EMU memory: Winning the Mid-American 
Conference team soccer title during her sophomore year 
Hobbies: Soccer, writing and dancing 
Latest accomplishment: Representing EMU at the 
NCAA Leadership Conference in Florida 
Personal mission statement: Strive to fulfill my 
potential in order to best serve others 
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Latest accom!)lishment: A recent 
marriage, a new stepson and a 
brand-new baby 
Personal mission statement: To be a 
great father, husband and mentor 
I 
Stephanie Sears believes that the whole point of 
� attending college is to become a well-rounded l. 
person. Sensing during her freshman year that 
the curriculum at her first-choice school was too 
technical, she took another look at EMU, where her 
mother, Margaret, had earned her master's degree. 
I 
_"I didn't want to be immersed in the sciences 
all the time," she said. "I wanted the 'college 
atmosphere:" 
Once Sears settled at EMU, she. enrolled in a 
required physicS.COl,!rse. At the )ime, she was 
sure she hated physics. Instead, it captivated her. 
('That class pretty much sold ,r:ne on it- as a 
:career," she said. 
I - � - . 
Her professors helped :channel her .interests 
and encouraged her to get involved in the 
Undergraduate Symposium and to apply for 
summer programs at major research universities 
like UCLA, where. she spent the summer of 2005. 
After graduation, Sears will leave for West Virginia 
University, where she will work in a lab all summer 
before starting a graduate program in experimental 
;plasma physics in the fall. She enjoys physics 
because it helps her understand how things around 
l her work. Plasma physics, however, is not very well 
understood and she is excited about what she 
:might someday discover. "There's discussion about 
using plasmas to create energy without dangerous 
byproducts," she said. "It's still very theoretical:' 
If Sears had to choose just one piece of advice to i 
share with incoming students, she said that it's _ -
in:'portant for them to not �e afraid to talk freely.-JI.. with professors. "Eastern will prepare you for _. • • 
what you want to get into," she said. "It has all 
the resources you need for a good education, 
and you'll get a good sense of the culture and the 
world you're going to live in. I've done really well 
here. Early in my first semester, I knew I'd made 
the right choice:' 
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Name: 
Stephanie Sears 
Hometown: Dearborn, Mich. 
Age: 22 
Major: Physics research 
Next move: Graduate student in 
physics at West Virginia University 
Dream job: Winemaker in California 
Most vivid EMU memory: Finding out I 
had been accepted into my first-choice 
graduate program while working on 
my senior capstone project really late 
one night 
Hobbies: Reading and writing poetry, 
Dungeons & Dragons, visiting 
National Parks 
Latest accomplishment: Getting the 
vacuum chamber and new plasma 
source to work after a semester of 
fixing things in the lab 
Personal mission statement: Live life 
with no regrets 
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Cellar roots celebrates 35 years of giving student 
writers and photographers a chance to express themselves 
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Thirty-five years lacer, the journal char has helped hun­
dreds of EMU students first gee poems, shore stories and 
photography published is sri l l  operating out of a basement 
and under the same name - admittedly with some differ­
ences. "The design work and printing are more vivid, 
slicker - reflecting, I chink, a cul cure more accl imatized co 
mixed media, graphic novels and the like," Brown said. 
Being published in Cellar {coots remains a positive experi­
ence for scudenrs. "All my l ife I wanced co be an author," 
said Steven Lee Climer (B.S. '9 1 ,  M.A. '95), a horror/fanrasy 
writer who has published eight novels. "As an undergraduate, 
I shared a class with then (associate) Cellar Roots ediror, Carby 
Hill. During a critique session, she suggested I submit, so I 
did, and was accepted." 
Climer's story, "The Damned," was pub­
l ished in the 1 990 l"?.oots anthology. 1r  now 
appears in his current collection of horror stories, 
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!�1tmo11rs of the Grotesq11e, which spans more than a decade 
of his  shore fiction. 
Climer, a professor of English ar Baker College in Allen 
Park, Mich., credits Cef!ctr Roots with at lease part of his pro­
fessional success. "It absolutely was a positive experience, 
career-wise. le was my first ficcion publication, and there 
was no escaping after rhac," he said. 
Its wil l ingness co embrace new writers and ideas has 
helped Cellar Roots become a competitive journal in its 
field. l e  has garnered several national awards, including 
five Pacemakers (considered che collegiate equivalent of a 
Pulitzer Prize). Despite the accolades, producing the 
series of yearly issues has ics challenges. Decreasing arcs 
budgets, lack of visibility and the publication's depend­
ence on student volunteers make each issue an accom­
plishment in  itself. 
Normally, a fall and winter issue (both anchologies fea­
ruring numerous works) are published through the 
Department of Student Media, which also produces the 
Eastern Echo scudent newspaper. The Echo creates its own rev­
enue through advertising and is able to pay staff. By com­
parison, Cellar Roots gees abouc 95 percent of its budget 
directly from student fees, and another 4 percent allocated 
through Student Governmenc. Only about 1 percent of its 
$12,000 budget comes from book sales, advertising, dona­
rions or fundraising. 
"We'd l ike ro see the general fund become the minor­
icy of our budget,"' said James O'Neil (B.A.  '04), the 
2005-06 editor-in-chief. O'Neil, from Canton, Mich., is 
working on h is  second bachelor's degree and says it's d i f­
ficu J r  ro find sraff ro do fundraising when the publica­
tion can't compensate chem. "Geeting rhe book inco 
booksrores and selling ads require someone ro go ro rhe 
booksrores and work with businesses, and right now we 
don 'c have cbac," he said. 
Cellar Roots has a full-rime scaff of only rhree scudents. 
O'Neil receives a yearly honorarium, but says he has 
"invested more in time, gas and ocher things" chan he will 
receive in income. 
Visibility is another concern. Over the years, Cellc1r Roots 
has piqued interest among smdents by sponsoring fiction 
and poetry contests, live arc performances and, in recent 
years, poeccy slams and gallery events. Jenn.ifer Armstrong 
(B.A. '03), a senior editor on the publication and a graduate 
student from South Lyon, Mich., has made campus awareness 
of Cellar Roots her personal mission. "We used to just release 
the book," Armstrong said. "By adding things like gallery 
events, we're able co bring the visual element co life." 
Russell Larson, until recently che head of EMU's English 
department, agrees rhac being published in the journal is a 
pivocal experience. '"For as long as I have been at EMU, Cellar 
Roots has provided an opporcunicy for writers and sn1dents of 
literature to have their creative works published," he said. 
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Editorial leadership: (From top) Junior Sarah Smarch, 
Jennifer Armstrong (B.A. '03) and James O'Neil (B.A. '04) are the 
latest generatmn of students to shape and lead Cellar Roots. 
"There is no way co measure the value of chis recognition ro 
hundreds of smdenrs." 
Jeff Parker, an assistant professor of creative writing in 
che English deparcmenc, said Cellar l?oots "gives srudencs 
the sense of being in a community of wrirers, which is one 
of che hardest chjngs to come by in the real world . "  Ir's also 
a showpiece for EMU, he added. "Student contribmors are 
an asset co che entire University when rhey win awards for 
rhe i nteresting written and design work chat goes inco the 
journal. My guess is there are very few university-related 
journals in the country char can compete with it." 
The sea ff would I ike co see che journal published quar­
terly. Mel issa Duckworth, the 2004-05 editor, managed 
co publish four books - three small "theme issues" and rhe 
yearly anthology. O'Neil cur the schedule ro cwo: the 
"MulriCulruralDiversialiry" theme issue, published in the 
fall, and the 35th anniversary anthology, released at a 
March reception. 
A l though the staff l im ited chis year's releases, they 
explored collaborative projects, such as che launch of the 
journal Real Beginnings - a joint effort of Cellar Roots, 
Campus Life and Diversity Programs and the First-Year 
Writing Program. Irs content is s imilar co Ce/fell' l�oots, 
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b u t  submissions are l im ited co first-year E M U  students. 
Ramona Meraz, assistant d i rector of new student pro­
grams for Campus Life and Diversity Programs, said 
Real Begi1111ings . . provides an exclusive opporcuni ty for 
first-year students to be publ ished and encourages chem 
to reflect on their transition to college in a creative way." 
By co-sponsoring Real Beginnings. Cellctr Roots can appeal 
co first-year students, who could become future contrib­
utors and staff members. 
While O'Neil and Armstrong have been involved with 
Cellctr Roots for rwo and three years, respectively, the publica­
tion sees many new, shore-term staffers. The Student Media 
Board selects an ediror every spring. Any student may apply. 
Sarah Smarch, a senior from Waterford, Mich., who trans­
ferred to EMU from Oakland Community Col lege, was 
selected in April to become the 2006-07 editor. 
Smarch was attracted to the job by creative and profes­
sional prospects. ··1 believe in che publication and what ic 
aims co do," she said, adding that she also values "the expe­
rience it will provide me as a double major i n  professional 
written communications and arc. I foresee a fucure career 
cbac will benefit from my rime with the publication.·· 
Smarch has not yet determined her production schedule, 
although she intends to keep the emphasis on campus 
awareness established by Armstrong. "J hope co pm on 
events throughout the year such as writing workshops or 
panel discussions," Smarch said . ·'A very successful music 
cafe event was held che week of our book release. I plan to 
do similar events.'· Smarch also hopes that other scudents 
wi l l  recognize the value of working for the publication. 
··ceflctr Roots is a much needed creative outlet in the 
school environment, where learning processes and making 
the grade can be overwhelming and seem confining at 
r imes," she said. 
"New editors bring new direction and concepts. It keeps 
the publication fresh," O'Neil said, bur added: "ks a double­
edged sword. The selection ultimately comes down to skil l  
and vision, bur i t  can break continuity from year to year." 
Although that lack of continuity is evident in past issues, 
so is the hard work and perseverance of the staff. The maga­
zine has thrived on that di l igence for 35 years, and there is 
no reason ro think that i t  won't continue i n  that tradit ion. 
"Cellar Roots is run by an incredibly energetic and dedi­
cated group of students," Parker said. Brown, the maga­
zine's first edi ror, offers chose srnclents words of wisdom for 
the next 35 years: "Never forger your audience; rake the 
inevitable surprises with good humor; and be excited about 
wbar you publish . .. ❖ 
! new tradition begins 
Eagle Filmmakers Association launches student film festival 
Whilt Cella,· Roots celebrated ics 35th anniversary, another campus arcs organization organized ics first event. The Eagle 
Fi lmmakers Association, founded by student Chris Anderson, organized the Eastern Michigan Universiry Fi lm Festival 
April 9. Twenty-two original films were screened before an audience of about 1 50 film buff.s. Anderson, a junior from 
Ann Arbor majoring in electronic media and film srndies, hopes ro ''encourage scudencs to scare their networking at 
EMU so we can draw from each orber's talents and become better fi lmmakers." 
Professor I fenry Alc.lridge, who crearcd the fi lm studies academic concentration two years ago at EMU, opened the 
fesrival by saying he was encouraged by its possibi l ities. "Tbis is the firsr of its kind and provides our srudenrs an oppor­
tunity to publicly screen their fi lms. I certainly hope that this becomes a regular evenc." 
Awards were given in five categories: sound, won by "Tbe Pach··; editing, won by "Sledding with Nina"; acting, won 
by Carly Will icker for "Oh Sad Man"; people's choice, won by "Demonology"; and best in show, won 
by "S.T.A.C.y." Judges were from the encerrainmcnc induscry, including Ryan Drummond (B.S. 
'95), an accor featured in the movie "Bring ir On" and rhe television show "Veronica Mars." 
Nace Dufort, clirecror of che Planet Anr Fi lm & Video Festival in Hamtramck, 
Mich., was so impressed by "Sledding w1ch Nina" rhac he chose to showcase ir ac his 
festival. "'Sledding \'v'irh Nina· shows a simulcaneous sadness and humor not often 
realized by younger d i rectors," DuForr said. ·•1c·s a unique picture." 
Dufort was impressed witb rhe evenr. "[e's rare to see (srndenc film festivals) 
as organized as chis one," he saic.l. "The EFA did a great job.'' 
Anderson plans to run for president of the EFA next year co "ensure the 
continued cradicion of che festival." DVDs of che winning fi lms are available 
for a $25 donation co the EFA. For more information, visit 
s::::::;;:,i- • "----,; � _-------._ www.emich.edu/scuclencorgs/stu<lcncfi lmfesc. ❖ 
� 
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EMU'� CErt1\Ej FOR ORGANIZATIONAL' RISK REDU�TION ·•s·I '· 
HElPLN:t M«:HIGAN COMPANIES, AND OTHERS AROUND THE 
•' \, �· " 1\\roRLD, MAINTAIN woJJKER AND WORKPLACE SAFETY. 
� '-----�' --�- ---------------
Joe Allen, a 34Myear employee 
of Overhead Conveyor in 
Ferndale, Mich., wears 
the required protective gloves 
and mask while grinding metal 
inside the company's facility. 
�-
.. . I . • . . . STO_ll!J. BY BRENDA ORTEGA . 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DICK SCHWARZE 
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Greg Porter's role a s  quality 
safety director at Overhead 
Conveyor is a big job with 
many aspects, all governed 
by a complex Web of state 
and federal Occupational 
Safety and Health 
Administration rules. For 
help, he has turned to EMU 
and its Center for 
Organizational Risk 
Reduction. 
Greg Porter plays an imporcanc role at Overhead Conveyor 
Corp. in Ferndale, Mich., a family-owned business char 
engineers, builds and installs che conveyors chat move pares 
along an assembly line in a manufacturing plane. 
Porcer doe n'r draw up blueprints for rhe equir,menc, 
and he isn't operating heavy machine puncher and shears 
char scamp and cue precision metal pares. He doesn't weld 
meral and steel, spray paint rhe final producr or operate 
cranes carrying giant iron beams. And he doesn't trans­
port che finished conveyors or install chem ac the manu­
faccuring planes where they will be used. 
Porter's job is ensuring i r al I gees done safe I y. 
" Nobody wanes ro make char phone call co an indi­
vidual's family char someone's been hurt,'' Porcer said. 
"Nor ro mention, for rhe indiv idual worker, nobody wanes 
ro see char lose rime on rhe job." 
Porter's role as quality safecy d irecror ac che company 
is a big job with many aspects, all governed by a complex 
web of scare and federal Occupational afery and Health 
Admini�rrarion (OSHA) rules. 
For help, Porter has turned co Eastern Michigan 
University and i ts Center for Organ1zar1onal Risk 
Reducrion (CORR). 
CORR is recognized by all cypes of businesses and 
organ izations throughout the Midwest, ocher pares of che 
country and che world for ics comprehensive health and 
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safecy rrarn1ng. CORR's customers range from Fortune 
500 corporations co mom-and-pop shops, aucomocive 
assembly planes co offices, rescauranrs and nursing homes. 
lrs training is conducred across rhe counrry and around 
rhe world i n  nations including Puerco Rico, Venezuela 
and Trinidad. 
"We run around carrying che Eastern Michigan 
Universiry flag in a very large marker," said Ron 
Kerrigan, CORR's inrerim d i rector. 
CORR accomplishes chis service by offering training 
online or ar several sarellice centers. However, 85 percent 
of rhe rime, CORR cakes irs craining sessions co rhe cus­
tomer. For businesses wich specialized needs, large num­
bers of employees or shift workers, CORR cuscomizes 
courses and conducts rhem on site. around rhe clock. 
··we can do training 24/7 in California, if chac·s what 
we need co do," said Arlene Cook, rhe cenrer·s program 
coordinacor. "We teach people how co sray srLfe and whac 
they can and can't do accord ing co OSHA. Everything is 
based on making sure you go home ar rhe encl of che day 
with al l of your fingers and al I of your roes.•· 
Ford Moror Co. is among CORR 's bigge r clients with­
in irs large r customer base - rhe auromorive industry - and 
ir cakes heal ch and safety very seriously, said Chris Petersen, 
company co-chair for che UAW-Ford National Joint 
Committee on Health and Safety. Injuries related co heavy 
E X E  M P L A  ll 
CORR is recognized by companies in the 
region for its health and safety training. 
machinery do nor happen often buc have the potential ro kill 
or maim a worker, Petersen said. More common are slip­
and-falJ injuries. CORR assists Ford in its goal of prevent­
ing a range of injuries through training and awareness. 
"We've had a good relationship with  CORR," 
Petersen said. " Ir's been a very good program." 
CORR is run as a nonprofit and is housed in rhe Office 
of Extended Programs within EMUs Division of Academic 
Affairs. Ir has a distinct advantage over most ocher organi­
zations offering healrh and safety training: OSHA endorse­
menc. CORR is parent co the Grear Lakes Regional OSHA 
Training Insrirure Education Center, one of only 1 9  OSHA­
approved training insriruces i n  the Unired Scares. 
Only rhe 1 9  OSHA training insrirures are allowed co 
reach cercain OSHA-required courses. And only rhe 19  
inscimtes have the authority ro  issue proof-of-training 
cerrificares for certain classes needed by concraccors, elec­
tricians, plumbers, roofers and ocher consrruction and 
general industry workers. 
"ln some types of jobs, where che person is going co 
another company co do work, before they're allowed on 
the property co do rhe work, they need a card saying they 
know what the regulations are," Cook said. 
However, ic isn't just rhe obviously dangerous occu­
pations char are governed by heal ch and safety rules. With 
CORR tool  helps Ford 
assess knowledge 
Assessment measures health, safety workers 
A program recently developed for Ford Moror Co. by 
EMlJ's Ct·ncer for Organizational Risk lh·duccion (CORI{) 
h,ts drawn thl' interl'st of othl'r businesses. 
The "core competency program" ar Ford went hl'yond 
thl' he,dth and safety traininis that is CORR's sraple service, 
focusing additionally on assessml'nt designed to show if 
t·mployees have learned what they need to know. 
Ford maimains its own force of ,OO health and sati:cy 
t·ngi neers who ovcrsl'e the on-the-job welfare of its 80,000 
U.S. employees. Now CORR has creatl'd cllt' tool Ford uses 
to evaluate the expt·rcise of those professionals, said Chris 
Petersen, rnmpany rn-chair for the lJA\V-Ford National 
Joint Committet· on I lealth and Saft'ty. 
"\Ve needed to identify what we wanted our he.11th and 
a few exceptions, nearly every workplace in the country 
comes under rhe jurisdiction of the federal OSHA. Some 
states, including Michigan, add a second layer of safety 
regulations. Thar governing agency is known as 
MIOSHA (Michigan Occupational Safety and Health 
Adminisrration). 
To the uninitiated, it might seem CORR has a lock 
on sure-fire business, given the fact char it is rhe only 
institute in the Great lakes region offering specific gov­
ernment-mandated training, along with other services. 
Bur many businesses don't bother co comply, accord ing co 
Cook, an action that risks employee health and safety -
along with huge fines - i f  something goes awry. 
"They just hope rhey don't gee caught," Cook said. 
A non-complying business can escape detection until 
i l lness, injury or death strikes the workplace. The most 
common job-related health and safety issues include falls 
while working from heights; chronic or terminal i l lness 
from long-term unprotected exposure co hazardous sub­
stances; repetitive stress injuries from doing the same 
casks day after clay; and musculoskeletal injuries from 
improperly l ifting heavy objects. 
Once a workplace injury occurs, lack of atrenrion to 
health and safety will  catch up ro the employer, Cook said. 
For the most pare, large corporations don ·c rake such 
safety professionals, at a minimum, to he able to demon­
strate understanding of," Petersen said . 
Tht· asst·ssnlt'nt tool put together by CORR is dividl'd 
into modules hy catt·gory. such as industri,11 hygiene. toxic 
materials handling, and ml'ans of egrl'ss, each with an 80 
percenc storl' rn1uirnl for passing. Additional training also 
is provided by CORR as needed, Petersen said. 
The assessments evaluate knowledge of regulatiom 
from thl' ll .S. On:upational Safety and Health 
Admin istration (OSIIA). said Mark Neal ,  a CORR 
instructor who works with Ford. But th<: custom­
desi,i.:ned tl'sting tools also incorporate safrty nel'ds specif­
ic to Ford, Neal said . 
"le has brought all these health and sah:cy people at 
Ford up to a very high standard," Nl'al said. 
It 's sonwthing more and more companies are asking 
about. said Ron Kerrigan, CORR's incerim dirl'ttor. 
"\'v'e'rl' seeing a lot of talk from othl'r companies s,tying 
'What can you do along the l ines of a UHl J>iL"tl' assessmenc 
prngram'"' Kerrigan said. 
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chances. Their need to understand and comply with 
OSHA regulations is an everyday fact of l i fe, said Mark 
Neal, a CORR instructor. Tc's the small- and medium­
sized businesses chat more often need the training but 
aren't getting it, a group chat CORR is reaching out ro 
with some success. 
"EMU is getting a wide array of people coming one 
and two at a time from a wide array of small companies," 
Neal said. " Ic's allowing us co provide training these com­
panies otherwise would noc be able to afford. Then, ir 
often leads to more business, because chese people go back 
and say, 'This training is great."' 
Many r imes, Neal sees workers accending training ses­
sions who have been performing tasks unsafely in their jobs 
for years. One example of a danger common co many work 
sires is che combining of ammonia and bleach for cleaning. 
"l can't tell you how many times I've ralked i n  a class, 
for example, about nor mixing together ammonia and 
bleach and someone says, Tve done thac for years. I mix the 
cwo and run them through the fryer at night,"" Neal said. 
"They're not aware chat it's exposing chem to a carcinogen. 
Ac higher levels, it could have killed them on the spot." 
It's satisfy ing to be a pare of changing people's dan­
gerous behavior, said Neal, a retired Westland (Mich.) 
Fire Department chief and an alumnus of EMU. Neal 
poinced co a recent tra in ing session he conducted ac a 
steel plane. Upon walking i n  che door, Neal said his 
eyes started rearing from vapors in che air. Within min­
utes, he was sranding next co a pickl ing vac, and could 
hardly see or breathe. 
'Tm standing next co the guy who's working there 
every day, standing next to a vat of hoc acid, wich no res­
pirator on," Neal said. "The problem is, that's che way it's 
always been. Ir's seen as normal - until we have rhe class." 
CORR and irs OSHA Training Institute d i rectly 
instruct as many as 6,000 srudents a year in a wide array 
of courses, some mandated by OSHA and ochers above 
and beyond what i s  required. Class copies range from gen­
eral safety overviews to fall proceccion; rescue from 
heights; working in confined spaces; machine safecy; elec­
crical standards; hazardous materials commLtnicacion and 
cleanup; and ergonomics. 
Since ics i nception in 1985, CORR has trained more 
than 1 10,000 workers .in more than 500 industrial and 
service faci l i t ies in 1 1  countries. 
Indirectly, CORR reaches even more people through 
its train-the-trainer courses, which allow graduates co 
become outreach i nstructors. These trainers can then 
return to their companies or ocher businesses and teach a 
couple of basic courses with OSHA endorsement. 
Center for Organizationa l Risk Reduction 
A look at the services, programs offered by EMU's own health and safety training organization 
• Customized on-site training 
• Safety audits 
• OSHA compliance reviews 
• Customized development of training materials 
• Assessment of employees' health and safety 
knowledge 
Under CORR's umbrella, the Great Lakes 
Regional OSHA Training Institute Education Center is 
one of only 19 institutes in the United States endorsed 
by the federal Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA). The Institute offers: 
• OSHA-mandated courses on site, online and 
at satellite facilities across a six-state region. 
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• A specialist certificate in either construction or 
general industry health and safety for those 
interested in pursuing employment in the 
health and safety field. 
The five most popular courses offered 
by CORR and its Great Lakes Regional 
OSHA Training Institute are: 
• Fall-arrest systems, fall protection, 
rescue from heights. 
• Confined space entry and rescue. 
• HAZWOPER (hazardous waste oper­
ations and emergency response standard). 
• OSHA 500 (a train-the-trainer course 
for construction). Upon completion, gradu­
ates arc trained as outreach instructors. 
• OSHA 50 I (a train-the-trainer course 
for general industry). Upon completion, 
graduates arc trained as outreach 
instructors. 
I 
I I I 
I 
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Grant LaRose, a seven-year 
employee of Overhead, 
properly uses a harness as 
required when working on 
conveyors high above the 
plant floor. 
By far rhe largest portion of che center's business 
comes from U.S. auromakers. CORR has contraccs with 
Ford, General Morors Corp. and Daimler Chrysler Corp. 
ro provide around-the-clock safety training at manufac­
turing plants across the United Sraces and Canada. 
However, as aurnmocive and related i ndustries 
downsized in che past few years, CORR d iversified its 
customer base, said Pam Hi l l ,  who recently left EMU co 
work for defense contraccor General Dynamics Corp. 
"We began aggressively d iversifying beyond the auto 
industry and we scarred co see a payoff chis year," said 
Hil l ,  an EMU alumna. 
Through more small concraccs wich environmental 
management, pharmaceutical and conscruccion compa­
nies, among others, CORR increased ics non-aucomocive 
business from 22 percent of its revenue in 2002 ro more 
than 28 percent in 2005, according ro ics annual report. 
I n  addition to health and safery courses, rhe center 
offers cusrom ized services. An organization can h i re 
CORR co conduce a safety audit or OSHA-compliance 
review, develop company-specific crainrng materials or 
provide techn ical assistance. 
Because it offers cusromized, on-site expertise, CORR's 
services have been requested across che country and rhe 
world. For example, CORR is under contract co provide a 
disaster-sire worker rraining program for Space Gateway 
Support at NASA's Kennedy Space Center in Florida. Thar 
work included a two-day disaster simularion lasr year. 
Similar disaster-site train ing was requested by a 
health and safety inscicuce in Puerro Rico char did nor 
have inscruccors capable of reaching the class. In another 
example ofCORR's reach, American companies operating 
in Trinidad have h i red ir co conduct health and safety 
training on sire. 
Because of the need for travel and work-hour flexi­
bi l i ty, CORR does nor use EMU faculty co reach, 
although some have been involved i n  program develop­
ment and grant collaboration. Instead, CORR main­
tains a group of 25 outside i nstructors who function as 
independent consul tants. The i nscrucrors, who hold a 
range of professional "day" jobs, include firefighters, 
paramedics, industrial hygienists and trainers from 
health and safety programs with in  the U nited Auto 
Workers and the I n ternacional Association of 
Machinists (1AM) unions. 
Joe Abshire, a Maryland-based IAM safety expert and 
one of CORR's training consulcancs, said it makes sense 
for companies co consider health and safety craining as 
pare of che bottom line. "There are things you can do ro 
reduce che risks," Abshire said. "When you have less 
injury and illness, i c  means people are working and 
they're productive." ❖ 
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VOCAL 
EMU forensic teams have set national standards of excel lence for more 
than three decades. A new generation is ready to carry the torch. 
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By El len P i l ig ian  
L r  hardly came as a surprise when Eastern Michigan University's forensic ream won rhe scare title i n  
March at rhe Michigan Interscholastic Speech League Scare Championships. They won the title the pre­
vious three years and had 30 team state championships co their credir. Bue this year was special. Noc 
only did Chris Griesinger, a junior from Middleton, Ohio, become the first student from EMU co ever 
win in four individual categories, buc Eastern Michigan students cook first place in 1 2  of 1 3  events -
a virtual sweep. Even they were impressed with themselves. 
"I don't think chat's ever happened before,·· said a mildly stunned Ray Quiel, director of EMU's forensic program, after rhe 
event, which EMU hosted against such schools as Central Mich igan University and Wayne Scace Un.iversiry. Thar success, fol­
lowed by a fifth-place finish at rhe National Forensic Association (NFA) Championships in April, was more than a v ictory for the 
team. Ir's a sign of how the program is gaining momentum as ir aims co reclaim the cop spot in the nation, a place EMU dominat­
ed some 30 years ago. 
With an unprecedented record of 63 
individual national champions and nine 
team national championships since 1 97 1 ,  
EMU was the ream co watch i n  che early 
days of individual speech competitions. 
"They were a big powerhouse and they 
still are a big powerhouse," said Larry 
Schnoor, president of the NFA. "They 
mamtained a mastery of it for a long peri­
od of rime. Bue some of (EMU's} own 
graduates went out and started coaching at 
these schools. They started developing 
ocher strong programs." 
As chose programs developed 
including reigning NFA champion 
Western Kentucky Universiry and second­
seared Bradley University - EMU's domi­
nance began co slip. Ocher factors includ­
ed challenges such as funding, tuition and 
scholarship coses and more competitive 
recruiting of cop scudenrs. 
Still, EMU has never finished lower 
than eighth nationally, thanks co the incense 
commitment of its forensic staff and pas­
sionate alumni. 
Forensics at EMU is a rich and revered 
heritage, and it was celebrated in January 
with che inaugural Forensic Hall of Fame 
i nduction recognizing 1 1  former team 
members. (See related story on page 44.) 
And as much as Quiel, who has been 
affiliated with che program for 3 3  years, first 
Among the students competing for EMU this year 
were (from left): Anke Thorey, a senior from 
Cologne, Germany; Nick Burden, a sophomore 
from Fenton, Mich.; William Coffing, a junior from 
Middletown, Ohio; Erika Leigh Badour, a junior 
from Flint, Mich., and Chris Griesinger, 
a junior from Middletown, Oflio. 
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as a scudenc, rhen coach and □ow direccor of rhe forensic pro­
gram, would like co get back on top- "It is my No. 1 goal," 
he said - he insisrs forensics ar EMU is abour more than tro­
phies. It's about making a difference in the world and in the 
lives of rbe students. 
How it began 
The forensic program as ir 's known roday got its 
scare at EMU in rhe early 1970s. According co Dennis 
Beagen, head of the Deparcmenc of Communication and 
Theatre Arcs, EMU's program was more geared coward 
debare in the lace 1960s when he was an assistant coach. 
He realized chat if EMU was ever going ro be unique 
and competitive national ly, i r  needed to focus on indi­
vidual competitive speech acciviries, which were gain­
ing momentum ar char time. 
Once Beagen was named director of forensics in 1 970, 
he began to shift rbe focus of the program. EMU became a 
charrer member of rhe newly-formed National Forensic 
Association and helped to write rhe description of the nine 
evencs srill in use today (see story, below). Thus, rhe "mod­
ern era" of forensics began. The first national comperirion 
was in 1 97 1  at Ohio Northern Universiry, with about 33  
schools in  atrendance. EMU finished second at tbe first rwo 
national tournaments and won the national ride in 1973. 
Beagen, who directed rbe program until 198 1 ,  admirs of the 
new discipline: "I gor a lirde bit booked." 
As the NFA grew - today there are abour 1 50 schools 
char compere - EMU was on irs way co forensic stardom . 
They finished second in 1974 and 1 975  before a stretch of 
six consecutive ream firsts from 1976 co 198 1 ,  a record 
chat has not been marched to chis clay. 
EMU's first individual national champion was Judy 
Sturgis Hill, now a communication and rheatre arcs profes­
sor and interim director of diversity and affirmative action. 
Smrgis Hill, who won the national after dinner speaking 
tide in 1972, recalls what it was like being on the team, 
then numbering abour half a dozen students, compared to 
rhe roughly 30 EMU students char typically go to nationals 
roday. "We were small in number but determined to com-
Forensics. That involves cadavers, right? 
Not this kind of forensics. Instead, students perform in nine speaking events 
lkspice the face chat forensics is one of EMU's most 
successful co-curricular programs, its participants 
haven"t exactly enjoyed the kind of celebrity one 
might expect. "'Forensics isn ·1 as well known as i t  
probably should be," said Chris Griesinger, a double 
major in communications and creative writing who 
qualified for seven evl·nts at nationals this year. 
"\'v'hen I tell IK·ople l"m on the forensics team, they 
say: '\"vhat do they do? Set up crime scenes for you(" 
The term l<,rensics, which has Greek roots, means 
to search for the truth, according to Larry Schnoor, 
presidem of the National Forensic Association (NFA). 
But unlike debate, whil·h is part of fi,rensics, the NFA 
fon1ses on nine individual speaking events plus a one­
on-one lk·hatl' calk·d till' Lincoln-Douglas dehate, 
which EM l I also com1wtl'S in. 
Thl· nine L'Vents are: 
• Persuasion: A spn·ch to convince. mo,·e to anion or 
inspi1T on a significant isstK·, deliverL·d from memory . 
• Extemporaneous: Stlllk-nts sdl'l'I from one of 
thrL'l' n1rrent event topics. They have .\0 minutes to 
prL·parc a fin·- to scn·n-minutc speech. 
• Impromptu: Stulk-nts rl·ccin· short excerpts deal­
ing with itl·ms of ge1wral intl·rcsl. Thl'Y have Sl'Vl'n 
minutes to prepare and lk-lin·r a S)ll'l"Ch. 
• Rhetorical Criticism: An original critical analysis 
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of any significant rhetorical artifact that must he 
delivered from memory. 
• Informative: An original factual speech on a realis­
tic subject that must be delivered from memory. 
• After Dinner: An original speech that is memo­
rized and that makes a serious point through humor. 
• Poetry: A presentation of poetic literature that 
may consist of single or multiple selections. 
• Prose: A presentation of prose literature that may 
consist of a single or multiple selections. 
• Dramatic Duo: A cutting from a play presented by 
two individuals. 
The discipline draws a Yariety of students, said 
Dennis Beagen, head of the Dl·partment of 
Communication and Theatre Arcs. Those interested 
in law or former high school debaters tend to go 
toward impromptu and extemporaneous speaking. 
OthL· rs arl· interested because they arc studying 
speech or theater, or want to Ix· a tcad1er or coach, 
lkagcn said. 
So, why do swdcnts participate? According to 
(;riesingcr, "It's a phenomenal L·xpcricncc. I'd encour­
agl· anyone to do forl·nsics. It provilk·s you with c,·cry­
thing you nl·ed to be successful. I fed like you almost 
learn more than in the dassroom." 
- /:/1£'11 l'iligia11 
Though he achieved his goal of a higher education later in life, 
Arthur Rockall truly appreciates its value. Following a successful 
40-year career as a design supervisor at Ford Motor Company, Arr 
continued his college education, earning his master of arts from 
EMU in 1 995 .  
"Life is more than self. It  is about encouraging 
others to reach their full potential for the greater 
good of us all. If the graduates of higher education 
do not participate in raising the bar for those 
less fortunate, then who will?" 
Art has established a charitable gift annuity with EMU, which 
provides him a guaranteed and lifetime stream of income. 
Through this planned gift, he will help others reach their full 
potential for years to come. 
Selected current 
charitable gift 
annuity rates 
Age Rate 
60 5 .  7 °A> 
65 6 .0 °A> 
70 6 .5 % 
75 7 . 1 % 
80 8.0 % 
85 9 .5 °/4 
90 1 1 .3 % 
Eastern Michigan University 
FOUNDATION 
To help plan your gift, contact Susan Rink at 734.48 1 .2310  or e-mail susan.rink@emich.edu 
Office of Planned Giving • Eastern Niichigan University Foundation 
1 349 S. Huron St. • Ypsilanti, Ml 481 97 
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pece," said Sturgis Hill, who finished second and first in the 
interstate oracory category in 1972 and 1973, respectively. 
She was discovered by Beagen when she competed in an 
oratory competition on campus during Marcin Lucher King 
Jr., Day activities. There was then no history to build on, 
added Sturgis Hill, who, like many alumni, makes a point 
of giving co rhe program by volunteering to coach the cur ­
rent srudents. "We helped esrablish rhe arc of che curve. 
Now, today's reams are crying co exrend ir further." 
From glory days to today: bui ld ing a legacy 
According co Beagen, char early success was conragious. 
"(Everyone] wanted co be pare of che program," he said . 
Thar made ic easy co recruit top scudents from high 
schools, community colleges and ocher universities. One 
of chose students was John Capecci, a national champion 
in storytelling in high school who was on the forensics 
team at Kent Scace University, a smaller ream char was 
more focused on debate. After receiving a scholarship co 
EMU, he transferred after his freshman year. 
"You can imagine my delight when they called," said 
Capecci, a national pentathlon champion in 1 980 and 1981 .  
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Diane Gomez, a junior from Birch Run, Mich., receives guidance 
from Ray Quiel, the director of the EMU forensic team. Quiel is an 
EMU alumnus, national champion and an inaugural inductee 
of the National Forensic Association Hall of Fame. 
Now running a communications consulting company in 
Minneapolis, Capecci said what forensics caught him has 
endured. "We learned about integrity in communication 
and the rigors of purring rogerher a clear message," he said. 
There was a powerful sense of pride at chat rime, coo. 
Beagen recalls how he and Quiel together recruited 
Rodney Slater for the 1 976 season, during Slater's senior 
year when he was captain of rhe University's foorbalJ 
team. "He went ro a rournament and when he said he was 
from EMU, people went, 'Whoa.' Right away, people had 
this non-verbal respect char you came from EMU. That's 
powerful scuff," said Beagen. Slater, now an acromey in 
Washingron, D.C., with the firm of Patron Boggs, was 
Secretary of Transportation under President Bill Clinton. 
"He'd say (doing forensics] is one of the experiences chat 
made a difference in his career," Beagen said. 
One thing Beagen is especially proud of is che way 
che program has engendered feelings of rogerherness, che 
1: X E M  l' L A lt 
sense that, "we're pulling for each other," he said. He 
recalls the national championship in Los Angeles in 1 976. 
He didn't know how he was going to afford to get his stu­
dents there so he rented two motor homes, packing each 
with a dozen students and coaches, and used them as mov­
ing classrooms for three days. "People were sort of bog­
gled. I can still remember parents sort of kicking the 
tires, going, 'You're going ro do what?' Now I look back 
and say, 'I can't believe I did that.' Otherwise, we proba­
bly wouldn't have been able ro go. Then lo and behold, we 
won that national championship." 
What won that championship was the support of the 
freshman and sophomores, including Dale Heydlauff, 
who was part of three oarional reams from 1 976 to 1978. 
They picked up points ro contribure to the ream win. 
"While the seniors were successful in the final rounds, it 
was those preliminary rounds in which the younger class­
men had success," Beagen said. "Thar sort of was what 
spurred us on for six years of success." 
Heydlauff, a 1978 graduate who today is a vice presi­
dent at American Electric Power in Columbus, Ohio, 
recalls rhar rrip to Los Angeles as magical. "We wrote 
music and published a song book. We sang 'Bring Home 
the Bacon for Beags."' Today, Heydlauf gives back to rhe 
program by helping to recruit srudents, in part by writing 
personal lerrers encouraging them to consider EMU's pro­
gram . After all, he said, "The ability ro speak clearly and 
cogently will be one of rhe greatest skills you can acquire." 
Heydlauff also gives back to the University at large. 
Through his leadership and that of fellow alumnus 
Michael Morris, rhe chairman, president and chief exec­
utive of AEP, rhe company has donated $250,000 to 
EMU. EMU is using rhe money ro purchase biology and 
chemistry equipment, and as seed money for a match­
ing-grant program. 
Anorher aspect of rhe forensic program's success was 
Beagen's renaciry, said Michael Garcia, who holds rhe record 
for the mosr individual narional championships, earning 
seven from 1977-79. "Dennis knew how to motivate peo­
ple. He inspired srudenrs all rhe rime," Garcia said. 
A graphic designer in Chicago now working to return 
to a career in theater (his major ar EMU), Garcia said rhe 
rewards received from being in rhe program are immeas­
urable. "Forensics reaches you to speak from where you 
are and nor settle for anything less than firsr. Thar can 
carry you a long way," he said. 
The only regret, Garcia added, is chat he never fin­
ished his degree, partly because he pur so much time into 
forensics. "For every minure of performance, you pur in 
four hours of pracrice if you want to be a champion," he 
said. Now, in addition co his theater studies and work, he 
gives back to the program by coaching students before 
nationals. 'Tm prerry demanding. I see no reason to rake 
something char is half-prepared or half-loved. The stakes 
have ro be very high," he said. 
EMU was also able ro compete wirh schools like rhe 
University of Michigan because of irs forensic program. 
Brenda Dempsey, who parricipared in forensics in high 
school, was one example. "I had my hearr ser on U of M," 
said Dempsey, whose parents convinced her to give EMU 
a shor when she was offered a scholarship. Once she expe­
rienced the forensic team, she said, "I was hooked and 
never thought abour U of M again." Dempsey, a four-time 
national champion with wins in 1 985 and 1988, is now 
rhe pub! ic relations director for the J .M. Smucker 
Company in Orrville, Ohio. She donates money to rhe 
program and recently rook rime off to coach rhe ream and 
prep students for nationals. 
Besides fostering success wirhin irs own ranks, EMU 
became rhe program rhar everybody warched. "We were 
rhe rrendserrer," said Quiel, a high school stare champion 
from Taylor, Mich., who was recruited rhe year EMU won 
i rs firsr national ri tie in 1 97 3. "Programs looked ro us for 
how to define or innovate an evenr because we were one of 
rhe most powerful programs in rhe nation," he said. 
Denise Gorseline, who was part of EMU's narional 
championship ream in 1 976, used rhe skills she learned ar 
EMU when she coached forensics at Cenrral Michigan 
University from 1978-8 1 .  "I knew whar good coaching 
was and what success was like," said Gorseline, now an 
assistant professor of communicarions ar Minnesota State 
University Moorhead. "EMU was rhe big machine to my 
students. They looked up to them." 
One of rhose srudenrs was Michael Tew, who wenr on 
ro become director of forensics ar EMU from 1989 ro 2000 
and is now a professor in rhe communicarions deparrmenr. 
He remembers competing against EMU from 1979-82. 
"They were a force," he said, noting rheir passion and com­
mitment. 'They really inspired me as a comperiror." 
Other schools literally modeled their programs after 
EMU"s, said Quiel. "They sent graduate srudencs ro our 
program. Everyone who beats us now used ro send kids to 
us to learn how to coach . "  Among rhe top four schools in 
forensics today - Western Kenrucky, Bradley, Illinois 
Srare Universiry and Arizona Srate University - all have 
been influenced ar one time or another by coaches who 
were involved in EMU's program as scudems. 
Those schools also wanted to learn whar they called 
the "Eastern Label." "We srart with heart. We believe in 
the genuineness of the connection between rhe performer 
and the audience," Quiel said. "We rry to connect it at rhe 
mosr inrimare of human levels wirhin the conrexr of pub­
lic speaking and performance of lirerarure. We ralk often 
at Eastern about really trying to make the world a better 
place through performance." 
Quiel often shares a story about a speech that won the 
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E M U  Forensic Ha l l  of Fa me 
New tradition celebrates three decades of excellence 
The trophy case of EMU's forensic team is brimming with 
tangible evidence of four decades of success. The true 
legacy of that much winning, though, exists in the hearts, 
minds and accomplishments of the hundreds of students 
who have competed for EMU in regional and national tour­
naments since 1 965. 
The 40th anniversary of the co-curricular activity in the 
Department of Communication and Theatre Arts was cele­
brated at the Sponberg Theatre Jan. 28 with the inaugural 
induction of 1 1  alumni into the EMU Forensic Hall of Fame. 
No other university in the nation has produced more indi­
vidual national champions than EMU, and no other school 
in Michigan has won more team state championships in 
forensics. 
The inductees - national champions all - were winners 
in various individual events, including extemporaneous, 
informative, persuasive, impromptu and after dinner speak­
ing, as well as prose and poetry interpretation and dramatic 
reading. Laughter filled the auditorium when a slide show of 
candid photos revealed the evolution of fashion and hair­
styles through the years. Inductees shared nostalgic and com­
ical stories about their time as forensicators, but the common 
theme was that being part of the team that represented 
Eastern Michigan was a life-altering experience that al lowed 
them to grow personal ly, and contributed directly to the pro­
fessional successes they have enjoyed. 
Michael Garcia, a seven-time national champion from 
1977 -79, touched the emotions of everyone in the audience 
connected with EMU's legacy: ''This thing called forensics - I 
always thought that was a bit of an unfortunate term because 
people say 'Quincy? CSI?' And I tell them, 'No, not that kind 
of forensics. In the forensics I'm talking about, the root mean­
ing is the word forum. And in a forum, people of good con-
No debate about it 
National championship highlights 
Team national championships in 35  years 
Individual national champions 
Inaugural class: Hall inductees (from left) were: Teresa McElwee, 
John Capecci, Brendan Kelly, Michael A. Garcia, 
Brenda Dempsey, Judy Sturgis Hill, Gerald Bluhm and 
George H. Denger. Honorees not present were 
Laura Duncan, Michael Jones and Karen Kosinski. 
science and integrity and talent come together to discover 
the truth'. I have discovered many truths with this group and 
I intend to discover many more. I love you all very much:' 
The opportunity to meet past champions was an inspira­
tional experience for today's competitors. "I always realized 
that being part of the EMU forensic team was being part of 
something big," said Erika Leigh Badour, a junior from Flint, 
Mich. "However, I never really understood how big until 
meeting the alumni who helped build this program. The 
reunion really motivated me to desire more, to strive for 
more and to simply work more so that I can help carry on the 
team's tradition of excellence:' 
- Mory Ann Watson 
5* Persuasion championships 
3 Impromptu championships 
2 Extemporaneous championships 
2 Rhetorical Criticism championships 
IO** 
63"''" 
12*  
9-x-
9*·* 
8 
7'" 
6·X-
After Dinner speaking champions 
Pentathlon champions (nation's cop speaker) 
Dramatic Duo championships 
State championship highlights 
30* Team scare championships 
I 50·* Individual scare champions 
Informative speaking championships 
Prose championships * 80 u11frersity has l/'011 more 
Poetry championships ** 011/y Bradley U11frenity has ll'OII more 
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national ride in persuasion for EMU in 1 995.  The speech, 
by Jayme Wilson, aimed co foster awareness of testicular 
cancer, especially in young adults, by encouraging self­
examinarion. At one showcase performance, Quiel said, a 
young man was motivated enough co lacer do a self-exam, 
during which he d.iscovered a Jump. The man lacer cold 
Wilson char the speech saved his l ife. 
"Stories like char motivate us co do something perti­
nent, things char will make a difference in the world," 
said Richard Brophy, a sophomore from Baroda, Mich., 
who is originally from Warrington, Grear Britain. He 
placed first in the state in oral interpretation this year. 
Brophy came co EMU to study theater and fell into the 
forensic program after checking it out with a friend. Now, 
he wanes to be a forensic coach. 
Chris Griesinger suspects ocher schools don't reach 
that philosophy on the same level. "Ray is always celling 
us the goal should be co have the drive to change some­
body's life," he said. "To make a difference in the world. 
If you just train to win, it will come out hollow." 
Getting back on top 
According co Quiel, EMU needs to address three areas 
to gee back on top - coaching resources, commitment from 
students and sustained financial support. Growing that sup­
port - in terms of scholarships and operating funds so the 
team can travel the competitive circuit rather than the "con­
venient" circuit - has been perhaps the biggest obstacle. 
To cover the costs of today's education in an era of 
reduced state aid, students are working more hours than 
ever. Today, students in the forensic program work about 
28 hours a week at off-campus jobs, Quiel said, compared 
to about the 10  he worked when he was competing. Those 
hours are on cop of about 10  hours of weekly forensic 
practice, Quiel said. 
Kyle Zrenchik, a junior from Wayne, Mich., majoring 
in communications and theater, was devoting about 50 
hours a week co forensics when he was competing for the 
stare championship and nationals chis year. Thar's in addi­
tion to raking 18 credit hours of classes. When be was work­
ing full-rime and going co school earlier in the year, he said 
he was still purring in 25 hours a week on forensics. "You 
gee engulfed by it," said Zrenchik, whose preparation paid 
off. He won the scare ride in poetry interpretation. 
Another challenge is char scholarships have not kept 
pace with tLLition increases. "When I was an undergrad­
uate, I received a $450 annual scholarship. That covered 
about 80 percent of my tuition," Quiel said, recalling 
credi t  hours costing arOLmd $20. Now, they are more 
than $200. Today, the cop forensic scholarship EMU can 
award is $3,000. Tuition and fees for a full year (30 cred­
it hours) at EMU is about $6,500. "It's harder foe me co 
demand rime from students who actually have less rime 
because they have to work," he said. 
Dennis Beagen coached the team from 
1 970 to 1981, and oversaw its first 
national title in 1 973. "I got a little bit 
hooked," Beagen said. 
Ideally, Quiel would like co 
rake srndenrs co 1 0  quality rour­
naments each semester to help 
hone their skills. Bur while rhere 
is probably at lease one tourna­
ment every weekend somewhere 
in the country, Quiel limits trav-
el co one weekend a month. He has co consider travel 
expenses and a $10 entry slot per student each rime. As a 
result, "We're going to closer, cheaper tournaments 
instead of sending rhe kids co where chey would benefit 
most competitively," be said. 
As for coaching resources, EMU wanes ro take a page 
from some competitors and hire a full-rime director - some­
one char doesn't have reaching requirements. But a commit­
ment of char kind requires a lot of financial resources. Until 
then, Quiel splits his rime between directing, recruiting, 
coaching and teaching three classes. He has two assistants 
who gee release time from one class and one full-rime grad­
uate assistant. He also relies on a lot of volunteer coaches. 
Looking ahead 
Things are looking up. After all, EMU is still consid­
ered a power program. Quiel is spending less rime recruit­
ing graduate students to coach. "They're starring to call us 
again. I got an international champion from Western 
Kentucky and we're his first choice," he said. 
The program received a boost with the publicity and 
goodwill generated from the launch of the EMU Forensic 
Hall of Fame. "It was the most exciting thing to happen to 
the program in che lase 1 5  years," Quiel said, admitting it 
was a long overdue tribute. Although the idea had been per­
colating for decades, planners were inspired when the NFA 
launched its own Hall of Fame in 2000, with more charter 
inductees from EMU than any ocher university. 
" le  meant more co me than I knew," said Capecci ,  one 
of 1 1  inductees inro EMU's Hall of Fame. "Just getting 
together with different generations over three decades and 
sharing the incredible respect we have for this activity. le 
was quire moving." 
For Tew, who directed more than 10 individual 
national champions when he was forensics director, the 
Hall of Fame is a viral link co the future of forensics at 
EMU. "le represencs the val.ues of rhe program," he said. 
Connecting with that legacy and the alumni who 
helped build it  motivates Erika Leigh Badour, a srndenc 
who was accepted at Stanford and the University of 
Michigan before coming co EMU on a scholarship. "Their 
presence and influence makes us wane to do better," she 
said. "We want to keep chat up.'' ❖ 
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Equipped and ready 
AEP gift a llows biology, chemistry students to use real-world tools 
EMU biology and chemistry students 
will gain real-world laboratory experi­
ences thanks to leadership gifts total­
ing $250,000 from American Electric 
Power (AEP). AEP, based in  
Columbus, Ohio, i s  one of the largest 
electric utilities in the United States. 
The gifts were made possible by 
former EMU Regent Michael G. 
Morris ( '69, '73), AEP's chairman, 
president and chief executive, and 
EMU Foundation Trustee Dale 
Heydlauff ('78), vice president-New 
Generation, at AEP. 
"AEP is delighted to make this 
investment to improve the quality of 
science education at EMU," Morris 
said. "I suspect I used some of the 
equipment still in the labs when I was 
a biology major. At AEP, we recog­
nize that one of the ingredients for 
our future success is having employ­
ees with a knowledge of, and pas­
sion for, science. State-of-the-art lab­
oratory equipment is essential to pro­
vide our students of today - AEP's 
from area residents." 
EMU students in mid- and 
upper-level undergraduate classes, 
such as ecology and limnology, will 
future workforce - with 
the skills required to 
meet our needs." 
State-of-the-art 
In identifying equip­
ment needs, the biolo­
gy and chemistry 
equipment is 
essential to 
departments targeted student success. 
learn on this equip­
ment. So will gradu­
ate-level and inde­
pendent-studies stu­
dents, Francoeur said. 
The analyzer also is 
used in sponsored 
research, such as a instructional areas 
most affected by technological 
change. Today, all biology students 
must have at least a basic under­
standing of the concepts and tools of 
modern instrumentation. 
In the biology department, a 
Lachet Discrete Analyzer is part of a 
group of equipment purchased with 
funding from the AEP gift. "It meas­
ures nutrients in water samples and 
is much more reliable and user­
friendly than the equipment it 
replaced," said Steven Francoeur, 
assistant professor of biology. "For 
example, it can be used to measure 
excess nutrients, such as fertilizer, in 
lakes and rivers affected by runoff 
National Science Foundation-funded 
project investigating microorganisms 
in wetlands. 
Kevin Kuehn, associate profes­
sor of biology, also uses the nutrient 
analyzer in his classes. "It is so ben­
eficial in training undergraduates on 
industry-standard equipment that is 
fully automated. We can do in an 
afternoon the amount of work that 
used to take two weeks," Kuehn said. 
In the chemistry department, skill 
and safety in applied modern chem­
istry are emphasized in training stu­
dents to compete and be productive 
in the modern scientific workforce. 
Several pieces of equipment wil l  
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Analysis: Mark Schaecher, a junior biology 
major, and Audrey Johnson, a lab techni­
cian, demonstrate the new nutrient 
analyzer purchased with a gift from 
American Electric Power. 
upgrade and modernize the upper­
level biochemistry laboratory. 
"The UV/VIS spectrophotome­
ters, the French Pressure apparatus 
and the incubation chamber will sup­
port a novel learning experience for 
EMU students in the instructional 
biochemistry lab to investigate the 
structure and function of proteins," 
said Steven Pernecky, associate pro­
fessor of chemistry. 
Funding from the AEP gift also 
enabled EMU to qualify for a Kresge 
Foundation Science Initiative (KFSI) 
challenge grant. The KFSI challenge 
grant program was established to 
upgrade and endow science equip­
ment and laboratories in colleges 
and universities. ❖ 
Nancy Mida is communications coordina­
tor and Web content manager for the 
EMU Foundation. 
4 Hot wheels 
1 0th annual Orphan Car 
Show. Riverside Park, Depot 
Town. Info: 734.482.5200 or 
www.ypsiautoheritage.org 
9 Detective work 
EMU Theatre presents 
"Gunmetal Blues," a jazzy, 
noir comedy buoyed by 
cabaret-style music theater. 
Private detective Sam 
Galahad is hired to find the 
missing daughter of recent­
ly-deceased millionaire 
Adrian Wasp. Directed by 
E X E M l'LAK 
EMU Professor Ken Stevens. 
June 9-10, 16-18, 8 p.m.; 
June 1 1 ,  2 p.m. Sponberg 
Theatre. Ticket info: 
734.487. 1 22 1  
25 B-ball bonding 
Father/son basketball camp 
offered by EMU men's bas­
ketball coach and staff. Visit 
www.emueagles.com for a 
list of all summer youth 
sports camps. Online regis­
tration is available. For girls 
and boys ages 6 through 
high school 
25 Academic exploration 
Summerquest, the weekly 
campus and career explo­
ration program for 
teenagers, begins. Info: 
734.487.5624 or e-mail 
summerquest@emich.edu 
4 Independence Day 
Ypsilanti hosts one of 
Michigan's oldest and 
most prestigious celebra­
tions of our nation's inde­
pendence. Family-friendly 
parade starts at Wallace 
Street at 1 1  a.m. 
7 Whole lotta shakin' 
Michigan ElvisFest 2006: 
the ultimate tribute to the 
king of rock 'n' roll. Two 
days of concerts, tributes, 
impersonators and more. 
Riverside Park. Info: 
www.mielvisfest.org 
< 
2 All aboard 
Residence hall move-in 
begins for first-year 
students. Upperclass resi­
dents move in Sept. 3. 
Classes begin Sept. 6 
7 Passport to fun 
EMU golf fundraising events 
Area families are invited to 
EMU's annual Family Day 
celebration. Pick up a 
passport with directions to 
fun learning activities 
throughout campus. All 
ages, free. Noon-4 p.m. For 
activity listings, visit 
www.emich.edu/familyday 
Saturday, June 3 
Kensington Valley Alumni 
Chapter's 21st annual 
"Best of Best" GoH Outing 
Eagle Crest Golf Club, tee times 
starting at 9:30 a.m. More info: 
Chay Halash at 248.293.6722 or 
chalash@chimesnet.com 
Monday June 5 
Footbal{ GoH Outing 
Eagle Crest Golf Club, noon 
shotgun start. More info: Scott 
lsphording at 734.487 .0352 or 
sisphord@emich.edu 
Friday, June 16 
Accounting Chapter's 
Alumni/Student 
GoH Scramble 
Eagle Crest Golf Club, 8 a.m. 
shotgun start. More info: Susan 
Kattelus at 734.487 .3320 or 
susan.kattelus@emich.edu 
Thursday June 29 
Lucy Parker Golf Outing 
Eagle Crest Golf Club, 8 a.m. 
shotgun start. More info: Carol 
Carrico at 734.487.1050 or 
ccarrico@emich.edu 
Monday, Aug. 7 
Men's Basketball 
GoH Outing· 
Eagle Crest Golf Club, 10 a.m. 
shotgun start. More info: Rich 
Marion at 734.487 .0316 or 
nnarion@emich.edu 
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7 Orchestral reunion 
Alumni needed for the 
EMU Orchestra's 75th 
anniversary celebration. 
Alumni performance is 
scheduled for Oct. 8. Visit 
www.emich.edu/music for 
more info 
21 Homecoming 
Current and former stu­
dents, and their families 
and friends, are invited to 
a celebration of old mem­
ories and new traditions. 
Updated calendar online at 
www.emich.edu/homecoming 
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The athletic event of the 
season, the Normal Girls' 
Annual Junior/Senior Meet, 
gets under way in the gym­
nasium. Female upperclass­
men compete in events 
such as the flying rings, 
potato race and high jump. 
The "walking relay" pre­
mieres as a new event. The 
Normal News reports that 
this year's occasion would 
be "the best ever held'.' 
Bowen Field House opens. 
The new facility allows the 
1 956 Huron baseball team 
to begin fielding and batting 
practice well before the sea­
son opens. Bowen is also 
used for the 1 03rd com­
mencement, in which 325 
students receive degrees 
and certificates. Bowen con­
tinues to be used for such 
events until the opening of 
the Convocatio_n :tl1 1 998. 
25 
With Quirk Theatre topping 
everyone's renovation l ists, 
EMU fundraising efforts are 
focused on raising the esti­
mated $760,000 needed to 
complete the project. 
University President John W. 
Porter applies for a 
$350,000 grant from the 
Kresge Foundation, noting 
that, as the University's first 
attempt to "gain a corporate 
commitment," a grant would 
"set a precedent and give 
MU a better chance of get-
ing funds from similar 
ources:' EMU has one of 
e most active educational 
eater programs in the 
f,Ountry. The baseball team 
(the last to qualify for the 
conference finals) defeats 
.,. Central Michigan 5-4 to win 
the Mid-American Confer­
ence (MAC) title. The golf 
team places second at the 
MAC finals, and junior Marc 
Dingman is selected to play 
in the NCAA championship. 
5 
EMU becomes the first 
institution in the Midwest, 
and one of only a handful in 
the country, to offer a legal 
administration graduate cer­
tificate. A $1 mi llion endow­
ment pledge from the 
Merlanti Foundation to the 
College of Business initiates 
a business ethics program. 
The Center for Organiza­
tional Risk Reduction offers 
one of the first online 
OSHA-approved safety train­
ing courses. Karen Valvo of 
Ypsilanti is appointed to the 
EMU Board of Regents by 
Gov. John Engler. EMU and 
Bell University of China 
launch a partnership for 
Chinese students who want 
to study in the United 
States. EMU student-athletes 
lead the MAC honor roll for 
the 2000-01 academic year. 
EMU is noted for its com­
mitment to campus diversity 
in the annual "America's 
Best Colleges" issue of U.S. 
News and World Report 
magazine 
../A. _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _____ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
Save the date 
Homecoming is Oct. 21 ; plan 
today to be part of the fun! 
Every year, the campus welcomes 
back thousands of alumni. This 
year, we're looking for just one -
you! Come spend the afternoon -
or the entire weekend - celebrat­
ing your memories and making 
new ones. Explore new build­
ings, like the student center, and 
witness the start of new tradi­
tions. Homecoming 2006: \X'hat's 
new? You! 
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